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USC boycott called off

U of T Nixes Chair Inquiry
In a move that provoked the

indignation of student leaders

and a chorus of "We told you
so's" from Toronto Ukrainian

Students Club (USC) activists,

the U of TAdmtnistrative Affairs

Committee rejected a proposal

that an ad hoc committee be
struck to investigate allegations

concerning the Chair of Ukrai-

nian Studies. The committee
was to have been headed by
university provost David
Strangway and have been form-
ed of representatives from the

various interest groups within

the university community.
The Academic Affairs

meeting which scuttled the task

force idea was held on Thurs-
day 4 September and was well-

attended by reporters from both

the student and the commercial
press, and a large delegation of

concerned Toronto USC
members. Student governor
Cam Harvey presented the
proposal for the investigation,

which he had earlier
recommended in a 26 point

letter to the provost, co-signed
by Students' Administrative

Council (SAC) President Peter
Galway. However, in a meeting
with USC officials before the

recommendation was formally
shelved by the university,

Harvey informed the Ukrainian
students that he already knew
of U of T President James
Ham's intentions to oppose the
inquiry which virtually en-
sured his proposal would not
get off the ground. "I guess you
can say'l told you so,'" said

Harvey to the USC delegation,
which had always expressed
doubts that the university would
allow any sort of public airing of

their handling of the Chair issue
for fear of potentially em-
barrasing publicity.

The proposal for an in-

vestigative task force had also
been skeptically received by
one of the campus student
publications, the newspaper. In

their editorial of 2 September,
"Outside group should probe
tenure grant," they argued that
such an -house investigative

body was not a good idea
because "its members would
spend too much time defending

their various vested interests

and too little time analyzing Dr.

Magocsi's tenure [sic] appoint-
ment in a fair and impartial

manner." They then offered the
suggestion that a task force
should be formed of people
drawn from outside the univer-

mediate tenure despite his lack
of teaching experience and the
questionable circumstances
surrounding his appointment.
Ham also took full responsibili-
ty for the university's handling
of the whole affair, and
appealed to students to "at least

sity.

A lively debate ensued
when Harvey attempted to pre-
sent his idea to the Academic
Affairs Committee, which is

overwhelmingly composed of
faculty members and ad-
ministration officials and has
only token student representa-
tion. And although the outcome
of the debate was never in

doubt, it proved necessary for
the body to go into a closed
door session to make the formal
decision. Beforeitd'H hf»*<ever,
U of T President James Ham
delivered a speech pia.onig Dr.

Magocsi and defending the
decision to grant him im-

give Dr. Magocsi a chance to
prove himself." USC members
at the meeting responded to this
plea with muttered remarks in

the gallery that "it was too late

to give him a chance" because
he already had tenure qnd no
longer needed to prove himself.

After a spirited exchange
between Harvey and Ham, it

was moved that the session go
into an in camera sitting to
resolve the issue. This motion
was defeated, but the decision
was then overturned by Chair-
man Roger Beck who cited the
chair's prerogative in taking the
action. Students, observers and
members of the press then filed

out into the corridor to await the
formal ruling of the body. After
it was finally announced that
the task force idea had been
resoundingly defeated, USC
members left the meeting and
withdrew to ponder their next
move.

During this first week of

September, the Ukrainian chair
issue surfaced once again in

stories and news items carried

by the Toronto media. Articles
appeared in the Globe and Mail
and the Toronto Star, and the
local CBC tRipvision news
featured the story on their 4
September shuw. out the most
extensive coverage was
naturally provided by the two U
of T student publications, The
Varsity and the newspaper.
Both devoted front page articles

and editorials on the "Chair
Affair n their first issues of the
new academic year. USC
members were generally pleas-
ed by the media interest and the
media treatment of their
boycott appeal, with the notable
exception at the coverage
provided by The Varsity. This
publication condemned the call

for a boycott in a strongly
worded editorial on 2
September which described it

as a "despicable" personal
attack on Dr. Magocsi and
alleged that USC opposition to

the tenured appointment was
merely an attempt by a
"nationalist group to
manipulate an academic ap-
pointment." (See Mediascope
this issue).

Responding .to these
charges and to SAC's in-
decisiveness about what to do
next, the USC executive then
issued an open letter (first

printed in the newspaper on 10
September) to the unviversity
community which denounced
the Administration and the
decision to reject the proposed
task force; criticized SAC for its

handling of the tenure issue;

and called off the boycott,
saying that it had effectively met
its objective of drawing public
attention to "the flagrant abuse
of tenure exemplified by the
Magocsi case". The letter also
explained that the decision to

Edmonton hosts annual conference

call for a boycott was reluctant-
ly made, but that the dramatic
measure was deemed
necessary because it provided
students with one final chance
to protest the tenured appoint-
ment before classes began.
Expressing fears that prolong-
ing the boycott would only
serve to fuel the argument that

USC's opposition to Dr. Magoc-
si's hiring with tenure was
based on personal grounds, the
executive welcomed him to the
university, wished him well in

his teaching career, and en-
couraged all students to sup-
port the Ukrainian Chair.

The next developments
occurred on the evening at the( on page 13)

Alex Tymofienko

Students come together for SUSK Congress
Students from across

Canada convened once again
this past August in Edmonton at

the annual Congress of the
Ukrainian Canadian Students'
Union (SUSK), in order to chart
new directions for Ukrainian-
Canadian student bodies dur-

over one hundred registered
delegates, with several hundred
addtional participants in the
sessions, special presentations
and social events which were
included in the program .of

events of the Congress.
'n keeping with SUSK's role

ing the coming year.Hosted by
the Ukrainian Students' Club at
the University of Alberta, the
21st SUSK Congress attracted

as an organization which has
addressed itself to the major
issues which have faced the
Ukrainian community in

Canada during recent years, the
SUSK executive had chosen the
theme of Nash Hromada — Our
Community" to be the focus of
the sessions of the Congress. A
variety of perspectives— social,

cultural and political — were
offered as an educational in-

troduction to some of the key
issues which face Ukrainian
Canadians today, and as well as
to those which are likely to

reamin important issues in the
future.

The Congress generated a
healthy share of discussion as
well as controversy. One of the
underlying issues which sur-
faced prior to the Congress
related to the potential disaffec-
tion between the Eastern and
Western contingents within
SUSK. An undercurrent of
rivalry and suspicion existed
among some students, par-
ticularly those from Eastern
Canada, who felt that the SUSK
National Executive in Edmon-
ton had not paid sufficient
attention to the problems of

their clubs. However, many
students attending the Con-
gress began to realize, during
the course of meeting with each
other and discussing their

defference, that much of the
disaffection was rooted in a
fundamental misunderstanding
of each others' problems and
concerns. In the end, the

delegates came to a modus
vivendi on several contentious
issues and generally Jeft with a
positive view of the potential for

success in the upcoming year.
The Congress began with

registration and wine and
cheese reception at the Student
residences on the opening eve,
Thursday night. The Friday
sessions focussed on a
"Historical Overview of
Ukrainians in Canada," in order
to give students a general
grounding in the experiences of

Ukrainians in Canada. A panel
discussion, consisting of Dr.

Jerry Petryshyn of Grande
Prairie Community College,
Andrij Makuch, a graduate
student at the University of

Alberta, and Roman Petryshyn,
an associate of the Canadian
Institute of Ukrainian Studies,

presented historical aspects of

each of the three waves of
immigration to Canada.

The afternoon sessions

g aVe some of the political,

cultural and social aspects of
Nash Hromada discussed.
Peter Savaryn, and Edmonton
lawyer and former president of

the Alberta Progressive Con-
servative Party, and Andrij
Makuch discussed the in-

fluence and roles of political

parties in the Ukrainian com-
munity. Peter Shostak, a Vic-
toria artist, presented an in-

troduction to some aspects of

the visual arts — paintings,
sculpture and film — to which
Ukrainian-Canadian artists
have contributed. A panel on
"The Mass Media and their

Relationship to Our Hromada,"
with Roger Charest, the owner
of Edmonton's new multilingual
station, and Nestor Makuch,
former editor of Student, dealt
with the question of how well
Ukrainian Canadians present
themselves in their own media,
and how well they are
represented in the Canadian
media. Professors Ivan L. Rud-
nytsky and Bohdan
Krawchenko presented their

respective analyses of some
aspects of the contemporary
history of Ukraine. At the same
time, another panel, including
Professor Manoly Lupul, and
two former seminarians —
Roman Labola and Demjan
Hohol — participated in what
was perhaps the most contover-
sial session of the Congress—

a

discussion on the role of the
Church in the Ukrainian com-
munity.

The evening banquet in-

cluded a tribute to a number of

invited guests, representing the
early Ukrainian pioneers of
Alberta. The keynote speaker

(con't on page 12)



Sad SAC and some reflections

on the state of the spectacle

It was indeed a sobering, if mildly amusing, experience (o have
had the "honour" of sitting in on the first meeting held by the U of T
Students' Administrative Council (SAC) in the new academic year.

Convened in the pseudo-manorial splendour of the Governing
Council Chamber of Simcoe Hall (on Wednesday 10 September for

the historians out there), the session was in some ways a grim
reminder of the sad state of student politics as we embark into the
80's. In other ways, however, the meeting was a marvellous bit of

theatre that provided much food for thought in these lean and
hungry times.

Perhaps the most striking feature about the iplay besides the
set which dwarfed everyone, was the way that today's cast of
student political leaders looked and even sounded like the real

politico's on the Broadway stage. With their perfectly pompous
utterances, their self-aggrandizing gestures, and their choice of
period costumes, they could have easily have passed as delegation
members at the constitutional conflab that had a brief run in Ottawa
not long ago. And who really knows — maybe these minor
leaguers have fantasies about being Fathers and Mothers of born-
again Confederation as they sit nodding in the plush chairs...

Listening to what they were actually saying, however, was even
more entertaining than watching them act out their future roles in

tne legitimate theatre. One particularly delightful performance was
that of a commissioner who delivered a spirited appeal to the body
in an attempt to get SAC more involved in the recruiting ofWiocent
young high school students. It seems that with declining
enrollments and stiffer competition for raw material, it is necessary
for students to be truly true to their school and do some of the
digging and hustling for themselves. As I watched the com-
missioner make his polished pitch, I coudn't help thinking what an
asset he'd be if he were hired by the university's promotional
department.

Equally memorable was the performance of some sort of
Governor, although I never did learn the name of the province ne
ruled. Watching him express his sincere and deep concern for the
plight of a professor who didn't have his share of students, was very
touching. I was almost moved to beers and for some strange reason
felt so overwhelmed that I wanted to leap to my feet and shout
"Chairs!" I say this was strange because the long and earnest
discussion about campus ale-houses moved me not; in fact, to be
quite honest, it thoroughly bored me.

But don't let me give you the mistaken impression that this play
was a melodramatic wisp of fluff, or that it was simply staged for

sport. Quite the contrary, it was such a serious bit of fifth business
that I decided to leave early and go for a stroll down philosopher's
walk. And as I walked (like the little train) I thought and I thought,
and tried to put all the pieces together:

Regan looks like a winner in the states, and anti-semitism is on
the march in France. In Italy they've arrested an entire generation
of autonomously-minded intellectuals, and in Ukraine repression
has intensified, on the eve of the Madrid conference, with a massive
crackdown on Helsinki Group members. Meanwhile, in Canada,
Trudeau is truncheoning human rights into his consitituion, and U
of T students are playing with frisbees on the lawn.

Is there some connexion between all of these fragements, or
are these simply the hallucinations of a feverish imagination. Time,

Vgs always, will tell, when the curtain will fall. |.B,
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Disillusioned

t am sure you have much
better things to do than to argue
with misled students, but here
comes another one.

I was recently informed that

Ukrainian churches in the Ed-
monton — Vegreville area had
declined to provide aid for

incoming Vietnamese refugees
because they had felt they had
received no help when they
came into our country. The
appeal, as most of us know, was
answered by many churches
willingly and they sponsored, in

whatever small way then could,
as many refugees as they felt

they could handle. I have no
proof of this statement and
would like to know if Student
could help. I hope the informa-
tion is fictional, but I can assure-
you that the emotions stirred

within me were very real. How
can we Canadian Ukrainians
deny the help we know we were
denied? If our percentage of the
Canadian population is declin-
ing won't it look obvious that we
will be asking others for help to

bring over Ukrainians in the
future?^ And could we blame
people for not assisting us?
How could we have siad no
when if we are Christians we
should have said yes? I truly

hope my information is false,

and would encourage any ob-
jectinb evidence to come forth.

Meanwhile please leave my
name under a pseudonym as I

don't want to hear from too
many conflicting reports and
am going against a few personal
feelings where I live here.
Please sign me off as;

Respectfully,
Disillusioned

Sad, Sad, Sad.

The "Valentyn Moroz Saga"
in the February issue of the
STUDENT was "provocatively
conjectural" — as you put it

—
not only in its innuendos, its

arithmetics of imaginary and
hot air conclusions but, much
more so in its presentation of

historical background, es-
pecially in the footnotes.

The article used the Moroz
story to erect a very sinister

picture of Ukrainian nationalism
in general and OUNb in par-
ticular.

There are three distinct

manners in which present day
assessments of the Organiza-
tion of Ukrainian Nationalists
are made. The first one is a
totally uncritical and partisan
one where the OUN can do no
wrong. Another — one which I

would propose to you — is an
effort to look at the OUN in the
light of Ukrainian historical

experience and in the context of
the political, moral and psy-
chological environment in

which that movement had to
evolve and act as the agent of
national selt-defense when all

other movements dissolved in

the twilights of political naivety,
betrayal of oneself and plain

cowardice. Such an effort re-

quires study but it allows naked
realisation that political notions
born in the realities of a free
society (free in the sense that
existing government does not
resort to mass murder tor
problem solving) are irrelevant

to such an assessment. And that
iuch „srms as "extreme right

winn" Ptr are but meaningless
code words of socialistic and
universalis tic daydreams,
where addiction to such dreams
is but '.scape from and not
coming to terms with the harsh
realities of human existence of
those who are oppressed. In

such realities "who will stand
fd r,.e if I r*? not stand for
myself" is the central question
and aUkraimai iar-

n o valid and
honorable answei to it until he
is ^ lo find he -loors of
Ukrainian nationalism in the
maze vicious, ugly and
malicious falsehoods that are
attached to it from the outside
or — as you are doing it — from
the inside.

The third manner of
presentation is the easy one of

dipping in the always available
and updated propaganda
material elaborated by all those
who grow fat on the sweat and
blood of Ukrainian people. The
schematics and terminologies
of such presentations are
known and identifiable. Your
pretense of being merely a
political opponent of the OUN
did not cover your points of

(con't on page 14)
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The road to the KYK Congress

Decore delivers the goods
The keynote speaker at this year's SUSK Congress

banquet was Laurence Decore, Director of the Cana-
dian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism and
President of the Ukrainian Professional and Business
Federation. His address, which follows, raises the issue

of the KYK's effectiveness, and the lack of Canadian
government's resolve on the issue of Multiculturalism.

It is now five months since I was appointed the
chairman of the Canadian Consultative Council on
Multiculturalism and one year and three months since I

was elected the President of the Ukrainian Professional
and Business Federation of Canada. I am no expert on
ethnocultural organizations, but, I shall give you my
personal observations of our community, its impact on
government and other groups, and what I believe the
state of multiculturalism in Canada to be.

I now spend about five days of each month,
somewhere in Canada, either lis*ening to briefs from
ethnocultural groups or attending conferences concer-
ning multiculturalism. I have participated in a national

meeting of ethnocultural presidents and I have conven-
ed a Federal-Provincial Conference on mul-
ticulturalism. I have discovered what an absolutely
immense country we live in I have to keep reminding
myself that when I was in St. John's Newfoundland, it

was closer to fly to London, Munich or to Paris than it

was to fly back to Edmonton. I also have to take note of
the fact that there are 500,000 Newfoundlanders who
have a very distinct way of life and culture, most of

whom know little or nothing about the Ukrainian
community in Canada — also totalling about 500,000
individuals. I have had the opportunity of listening to
the Inuit and the Indians in the Northwest Territories

and those from Labrador. It was awkward to hear some
of them say that multiculturalism did not includes them
— that they had no one helping them project their

cultures.
What of the Ukrainian community in Canada? I

would like to start by telling you that, as a Canadian of

Ukrainian origin, I am extremely proud of individual
members of our community in Canada. It is blessed
with leaders who have excelled and can yet excel. I fear
mentioning names, because I am sure to leave

someone out. But, who could deny the contributions
of people like Dr. Lupul, Peter Savaryn, and Bill

Pidruchney; in Toronto, Ihor Bardyn, Or. Rudzik, Stan
Frohlick and Yuri Shymko; in British Columbia, John
Stashuk, Peter Shostak, and Mir Huculak. These people
not only spend their precious time making our
communitystrong, but also see the larg ertask of giving
guidance and support to other minority groups.

For a long time the Ukrainian community in

Canada was regarded by other groups as a community
that was well organized, its machinery well oiled and
responsive. That is no longer true. Keep in mind that

when I make my observations I assume that Canadians
believe participatory democracy to be routine and
commonplace. And that the general public has a
certain nomenclature for organizations and concepts.

Now, put yourself in the shoes of a minister,

director, secretary of Chairman of a Heritage Council
Imagine relating to an organization which is called a

committee. We know that a committee is something
that is derived or established from a main body —
usually a legal entity. Surely the argument that KYK
(Komitet Ukraiintsiv Kanady — Ukrainian Canadian
Committee) is a committee of 6 or 40 organizations is,

indeed, foolish logic. Imagine, relating to a work like

"presidium". You hear that often to describe a part of

KYK. Can it really be so difficult to change our name to

the "Ukrainian Congress" so that when we fly our
colours, at least, we fly something to which most
Canadians can relate?

Furthermore, how can one possibly acknowledge,
in our society, an organization which allows and
fosters a veto power— a power given to 6 organizations
within KYK. Surely, that fails to recognize the most
basic democratic tenant — majority vote.How can one,
therefore, be shocked in learning that Ottawa refuses to

provides funds to KYK for secretarily purposes, as they
do for some other ethnocultural organizations?

Ladies and gentlemen, a vacuum exists in our
communityand where there exists a vacuum others fill

When Peter Savaryn, John Stashuk, and I toured
British Columbia recently, we noticed that the
organization which should be servicing centers such as
Kamloops, the Okanagan, and Campbell river is KYK.
But, KYK has failed to fulfill its leadership role as an
umbrella organization. There should be a strong
representative body which brings together the various
Ukrainian organizations within a province. This
organization could then deal with issues like education,
provincial concerns, and the organizing of smaller
communities.

I talked earlier of filling e. vacuum — the Ukrainian

professional and business Federation, of which I am
president, hus done that to some extent.

The club in Edmonton, started as a social organiza-

tion. It grew quickly— I think because of the people that

were drawn to it. There is a unique comraderie that

exists amongst businessmen and professionals It is also

true to say that the Ukrainian professional and business
club has drawn to it s membership Canadians who are

proud of their heritage, but who have lost the skills of

their language. In fact, this is exactly the reason that I

was drawn to the club in the Mid sixties. I found great

comfort and I discovered other individuals who shared
a similar kind of experience. That is one where
language skills were not mandatory, but other skills

were recognized. I very well remember the meeting that

Dr. Lupul spoke at, when he challenged the Edmonton
Club to get involved in the development of educational
programs, university progarms and cultural programs.

He made it clear that we had a responsibility
to do these things because we had the skills, the
political skills, the financial skills and the language
skills other organizations lacked. We had the English
language skills needed to meet with government,
school boards, or city councils and to leave lasting
impressions.

It is interesting to note> that a similar kind of

activity, although unrelated, started in the Toronto
area. The Ukrainian professional and business cl ub in

Toronto pursued similar goals. They too were filling a
vacuum that had been left by KYK.

It seems to me that if the Ukrainian community in

Edmonton desired a Ukrainian bilingual program, the
organization that should have lobbied for prepared,
and presented such an idea was the local KYK. But that
was not the case.

The Ukrainian professional and business club
owes its success to those projects which it undertook
because of KYK's inad iquacies. It was only natural

then, that they would attempt and would put toy' 'ther a
federal or a national organization, of which I an now
the president. Ideally, that federation should continue
and should promote matters of interest and concern to

professionals and business persons. National issues
which require our entire community's response should

come from an umbrella organization.
The federation does not have a full time secretariat

that can communicate effectively with its members as

KYK does and of course, the most important reason of

all ff does nof represent the grass roots of the Ukrainian
community — as a reformed KYK would.

I am informed that the Polish congress and the

Jewish congress in Canada are the most efficient,

responsive, and effective umbrella organizations of

ethnocultural groups in Canada. I am also informed
that the East Indian community is at least as effective as

the Ukrainian Canadian committee. This is startling, in

view of the fact that the East Indian organization is only

a few years old. It is also startling because if the

Ukrainian community thinks that their problems are

difficult in terms of having two religions, you ca'.

imagine the problems that were overcome by the East
Indian community — a visible minority — with many
religions. We are now witnessing the structuring of the
Italian community and although they havedifficulties,

the concept which they are employing to organize
their community is the one that we should be looking at

closely.

What disturbs me, is the fact that some attempts
have already been made by members of the Ukrainian
community to change the constitution or the make-up
of KYK. All those attempts have proventobeunproduc
tive. As a result, the leadership across Canada has
rebelled and will continue to rebel against the
leadership of KYK and the federation will continue to

usurp KYK functions. Our umbrella organization must
be changed, it must be upgraded and it must be brought
into the democratic mode of the 1980s.

Why not alternate leadership to three or more
Candian centres?'t creates competitiveness, it creates
a consciousness it creates strength. The secretariat

could be centred in Winnipeg or Ottawa with the
executive director travelling to executive meetings
Ladies and gentlemen, we will fall further behind other
groups and we will not provide leadership to Canada or
our community in our multicultural country unless we
change soon.

Let me now talk a little bit about multiculturalism.

Since the early 1970s, our community and other
ethnocultural communities have benefited

immeasurably by the pronouncement of the concept
of multiculturalism. There is no doubt in my mind that

our success in getting a chair of Ukrainian studies in

Toronto, an institute for Ukrainian studies in Edmon-
ton, and a Ukrainian bilingual program could not have
been possible, were it not for this concept. But the
concept is now in a holding pattern.

Multiculturalism is not understood and accepted
by all Canadians. When I travel through francophone
Canada, there is little or no knowledge about the

concept of multiculturalism. When I travel through

(con't on page 15)

IT'S UP TO YOU...

TO KEEPYOUR STUDENT LOAN
IN GOOD STANDING

I am still a full-time student. What
should I do?

Contact your bank or the Students

Finance Board to make certain of the

status of your loan(s).

I have applied for further financial

assistance. Doesn't that automa-

tically tell the bank that I am still a

student and my loan(s) should

remain interest-free?

No. Here's what to do:

Look for the academic year-end

date on your copy of your most

recent Certificate of Eligibility or

Reinstatement form.

Your exemption period for

interest-free status expires six

months from that date.

Before the end of this six-month

period, be sure to contact your

bank. It is necessary .to negotiate

a new Certificate of Eligibility or

complete a Reinstatement form.

Q. I have been working, but have

returned to full-time studies. Do I

continue to make payments on my
Student Loan(s)?

A. No. Co to your bank and present

your new Certificate of Eligibility or

complete the bank's Reinstatement

form.

Q. What do I do if I have post-graduate

obligations or have been unable to

obtain employment and the six-

month exemption period has ex-

pired?

A. Go to your bank within this period

and discuss your Student Loan(s)

obligations with them.

Q. Where may I obtain more informa-

tion?

A. Contact the Control Section at

Students Finance Board

1100 Park Square

10001 Bellamy Hill Road
Edmonton, Alberta

T5J 3B6
or telephone: 427-2301
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Mediascope
Setting the record straight

European Student

The Varsity and how it has "covered"

the Chair issue

It would be truly an understatement to say that Ukrainian

students have been "dismayed" by the way one of the U of T
newspapers has "covered" the debate over the tenured appoint-

ment of Dr. Paul Magocsi to the newly-established Chair of

Ukrainian Studies. Shocked, angered, hurt and disappointed
would be a better way of describing the reaction of most Toronto
USC members. For The Varsity — which once was a flagship in the

rag-tag fleet that is the Canadian student press, but now seems to

have lost both its sense of purpose and its sense of direction — has
charted an editorial course that has pointed its prow directly across
the path of the UKRAINIAN STUDENT MOVEMENT in Canada. It

its most recent voiley in the direction of Ukrainian students (in a 26
September editorial titled "Let us do it") The Varsity has indeed
"done it" one more time to USC members protesting the granting of

tenure to Dr. Magocsi — something The Varsity itself has conceded
to be a "contentious question."

Claiming that "a student group manipulated the tenure issue

for reasons unconnected with it" — an assertion they have made
before and which they have yet to back with a single shred of
concrete evidence — The Varsity editors have again shown that

they have learned nothing about the controversial chair issue
despite the wealth of background material that is available to them.
Worse still, they have indicated by their actions that they are not
even remotely interested in going to the trouble of researching the
facts behind the current tenure debate, but piefer instead to offer

opinions based on impressions and interpretations provided for

them by others.

How The Varsity sees the whole-issue k nest summed up in the
cartoon reproduced within this column. About me only thing that
could be said to be accurate in the crude and offensive drawing is

that it clearly — though one suspects inadvertently — shows the
relationship that exists between some SAC officials and the

The following article attempts to examine an
issue of growing concern within the Ukrainian
community today — the state of the Ukrainian
student movement. Such an examination is

necessary not only because the student movement
has been in a state of considerable confusion and
disarray for some years now, but is also prompted
by recent events surrounding the 6th Congress of
the Federation of Ukrainian Student Organisations in

Europe (SUSTE), which took place in Munich in April
1980. The events associated with the Munich
Congress are particularly significant, because they
revealed in a microcosm the various problems and
issues that have affected the entire Ukrainian
student community.

In recent years the student movement has
increasingly had to contend with problem of
external manipulation: more anc evidence has
become available showing that groups within the
student movement are being directed by Ukrainian
political parties, bringing to student life the same
acrimonious in-fighting which characterises emigre
Ukrainian political life.

The Munich events have brought matters to a
head: in view of the etfo. r by one particular group to

wilfully misinform the Ukrainian diaspora, through
both public and private channels, it has become
necessary to clearly state the facts and allow people
to draw their own conclusions.

Background

The start of the present troubles within the

Ukrainian student movement can be conveniently

traced back to the Special Congress of CeSUS (the

Central Executive Union of Ukrainian Students) held

in Toronto in August 1 9 7 7. This Congress, nominal-

ly representative of the major Ukrainian student

organisations outside of the Soviet bloc, was unable
to achieve a reconciliation of student unions mainly

because (as the Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union
(SUSK) alleged), the Congress was manipulated by a

Ukrainian nationalist organisation, the Organisation

of Ukrainian Nationalists — revolutionaries (OUN-r
or OUN-b). The resolutions of the 19th SUSK
Congress held in Vancouver in August 1977 —
stated that;

... whereas SUSK believes that all student
organisations should be free from all direct and
undue influence by any one political party, and...

whereas there is evidence that the Special Congress
of CeSUS held in Toronto was subjected to undue
influence through the payment of travelling ex-

penses and registration of TUSM and SUSTA'
delegates by one particular emigre political party,

and...whereas such an action makes a mockery of

the relatively independent processes of decision-

making in student organisations... be it resolved that

SUSK shall suspend its activiter, in CeSUS until such
a time as a new CeSUS Congress is held with full

consideration of the moral and 'eaai responsibilities

of a democratic student body.*

From this statement it is quite clear that a rift had
developed; on one hand SUSK and on the other
TUSM and SUSTA. This rift was further widened in

succeeding months when it became obvious that the
CeSUS Executive was doing little to solve any
problems, and were misusing their positions for their

own ends: a Student editorial in May 1978 noted
that the then President of CeSUS had visited

Edmonton, where he openly advocated the es-
tablishment of a chapter ofTUSM as an alternative to

the already-established SUSK. After the SUSK
Congress and the decision to suspend SUSK's active

participation in CeSUS, relations between SUSkand
the CeSUS Executive became virtually non-existent.

On the other side of th^iivide OUB-b party
sympathisers were as active as ever in

demonstrating their hold over Ukrainian students.

For example, a politically tendentious article in

Avantgarde 1 commenting upon the 18th SUSTA
Congress (which took place in Novembor 1 979) lost

no time in pouring scorn on the "political opposi-
tion", as well as making political cap,ta> out of the
Congress resolutions:

...there were attempts to stick together a second
list from thti floor, headed by Andrij
Shevchenko.. j leading member of the ODUm stu-
dent sector... to be faint has-to be stressed that these
delegates tried to create chaos at the Congress...
An expecially interesting and important resolution
was the greeting to the revolutionary leadership of
the Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists with
Yaroslav Stetsko at its head. ..in conclusion it can be
stated that all students in the USA organised within

SUSTA recognise the one and only revolutionary

OUN...*
In Europe, SUSTE was functioning quite strong-

ly after its 5th Congress (London, April 1978), at

which Volodymyr Lyczmanenko (of the Union of

Ukrainian Students in Great Britain) was elected
President. Lyczmanenko had been involved in

European student affairs since 1 975, when hewasa
member of a CeSUS Commission to investigate the
resurrection of SUSTE. He found it almost impossi-
ble to elicit any replies from CeSUS as to com-
munication with other Ukrainian student unions and
possible cooperation with them while on visit to

Canada in 1978 he established contact with SUSK
on his own initiative. This contact proved to be the
only realistic one he was abie to make; SUSTE was
working in total isolation due to the lack of basic
information from CeSUS and other bodies. For
example, SUSTE, despite almost three years of
persistent requests, has still not managed to get a
copy of the CeSUS Constitution from CeSUS.
Against this background of confusion, political

manouvering and lack of contact that had lasted for
years, there were some hopeful signs that CeSUS
might be reestablished as a viable organisation. It

was in principle agreed through some informal
contact, that the heads of all student unions in

CeSUS should meet and discuss their problems and
positions before any CeSUS Congress. In this way, a

Danja Bojetchko
Conference held in Toronto

CDSPP confronts the future

administration. Appropriately, the two are shown sitting together in
the background agreeing not to get involved in the "crime" that is
taking place before their closed eyes. This, of course perfectly
illustrates the indifference that the two bodies have displayed
towards the concerns of Ukrainian students (who are the most

(con't on page 13)

The defense of human
rights in the Soviet Union has
been the main concern of
various "Committees in
Defense of Soviet Political
Prisoners" (CDSPP) in North
America. The latest conference
of CDSPP's was held in Toron-
to, at Hart House (U of T), 13-14
September 1980. Approximate-
ly fifty persons-members of
CDSPP's from across Canada
and the United States, as well as
observers — were in atten-
dance. The .theme of the con-
ference was "A Critical Analysis
of the Helsinki Accords." Marco
Bojcun, of the Toronto CDSPP,
critically analysed the Helsinki
Accords, and gave an explana-
tion of what they represent. The
Reports on Helsinki Monitoring
Groups were given by Leonid
Pliushch of the Ukrainian
Group), Paul Wilson (of Charter
77), Ludmilla Alexeiva (of the
Moscow Group), and Helena
Smurnyss (a representative of
the Polish Self-Defense Com-
mittee, K.O.R.).

The recent activities of the
Helsinki Monitoring Groups
(i.e. defense campaigns collec-
tion of information from the
Soviet Union on recent arrests
and repressions, and activities
in cooperation with other in-
terest groups) were also dis-
cussed. Proposals were made
for future projects dealing with
defense work, co-ordinating
them with other actions of the

CDSPP's.
Major concerns voiced at

this conference centered
around the upcoming Madrid
Helsinki Review conference
and the recent wave of strikes in

Poland. One of the more novel
sessions dealt with a recent
development in defense work:
"Legal Aid to Soviet Political

Prisoners: Projects and
Proposals." Myron Smorodsky,
an American lawyer, and a
representative of the United
States government public
delegation to Madrid, presented
a detailed proposal of
procedures which defense
groups could follow to raise the
plight of Soviet dissidents in the
international legal community.
Smorodsky explained how a
political prisoner in the Soviet
Union could be defended by
prominent lawyers from the
West, and stressed the role of
defense committees in supply-
ing them with all available
information from which a legal

brief could be compiled.
Presentations were also

given by Roman Kimchinsky
and Adrian Kan* ;ky on
"Defense of '; Soviet
Trade Unions by Western
Labour." Subse—'ent discus-
sion focused on future projects
which the various CDSPP's
could undertake by es-
tablisning contacts with labour
organizations, and trade unions
in the West.

Discussions throughout
the conference resulted in

several concrete initiatives be-
ing undertaken by the defense
committees present. These in-

clued: a wider circulation of the
" \\ Sakiarov defence cam-
p-on and petition, which
oncj ,iated in New York and will

De presented on the eve of the
Madrid Review Conference as a
demand for the unconditional
release of all prisoners of con-
science in the USSR and the
release of Dr. Andrei Sakharov;
support of the Siryi campaign
and petition which was initiated

in Philadelphia, (further
assistance is required in aiding
the family); the sending of
CDSPP delegates from the
United States and Canada to

the Madrid Conference, where
they will actively participate in

the press bureau being organiz-
ed there by the CDSPP's; and
the establishment of closer
relations with trade unions and
labour organizations to aid in

the defense of workers rights in

the Soviet Union.
The conference served as a

forum where general proposals
were made for future activities

in the defense of human rights.

The ideas expressed were of
great importance because they
laid the groundwork for future
actions on the local level and
provided a base for garnering
further support for CDSPP
campaigns.
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consensus could be reached and a public Congress
dominated by political infighting and recrimination
could oe avoided, freei-g energy to create a truly
united student body, ready to" issues of
concern """inians in the West. As the next
section describe; 'hese hooes were soon dashed
The SUSTE Congress

The 6th SUSTE Congress, tieiu in Mun:„:^ in

April 1 980, was plagued by the same party-political
problems which have plagued Ukrainian student
affairs in the past. Marred by considerable con-
troversy, it demonstrated the degree of suspicion
which non-party students have towards the emigre
political parties, and the determination of party-
backed indiviH '»p's *o nonetheless manipulate the
Congress in any way possible.

What if usually a good-natured gathering of

European students wa c transformed into an absurd
display of heavy-handeu behaviour by students who
were subsequently fou id to be acting on the
instructions of ihe GJN- (popularly known as
banderivtsi). These people were mostly members of

SUSN, the Ukrainian student union in Germany, but
also included several individuals from the USA, most
notably Roman Zvarycz, the head of the CeSUS
Controlling Committee. In recent years, SUSN itself

has had hardly a happy history. Students from
Germany have repeatedly complained to their

colleagues from other student unions about political

one-sidedness and even discrimination in this

union, which has made involvement in its activities

less than attractive.

The first indications that the SUSTE Congress
was to be a stormy one came with SUSN's stand in

the matter of Marko Horbatsch, a student from
Germany. Horbatsch had been asked to speak at

SUSTE by the organiser of the program, the then
President Lyczmanenko. Unfortunately, Horbatsch
had by then incurred the displeasure of SUSN: they
claimed that at the SUSTE Conference in Mackwiller
(France, January 1 980) he had officially represented
them by giving an account of SUSN activities,

although he himself was not a member of SUSN. In

fact, this was not the case; Horbatsch, as a student
from Germany, merely volunteered to give an
account of what he knew about student activity in

Germany because no member of SUSN was present
at that time at the Conference. It is important to note
that he stated he was not speaking as an official

representative of SUSN. Nonetheless, SUSN chose
to create a "cause celebre" out of this simple
misunderstanding. They wrote to the SUSTE Ex-
ecutive demanding that Horbatsch not be allowed to

speak at the Congress. The-tone of then letter sneaUr.

for itself: ...ft nas been shown in the pi j' thai M.
Horbatsch is a destructive element ir> uui student
union through his negative stance to the activities of

SUSN...we categorically refuse to lo*,or ourselves
and other student unions in Europe tc wet n extent

as to allow such a student, the very presence of

whom is a 'slap in the face' for all active students, to

deliver a lecture.

Although one of the minor "dramas" of the

Congress, the incident serves to illustrate how
difficult it was to come to any compromise with

SUSN, who even demanded (unconstitutional!-/ that

Horbatsch should be senttothe'TovaryskyjSud'for
his "c : mes".

Afte; Horbatsch, the SUSN OUN-b group
turned *heir attention to Volodymyr Lyczmanenko,
the ^resident of SUSTE since 197 8. The vehicle 'or

their attack was the report ui inc ;Jcr,*.r,.::..ig

Commission which was comprised of two members
of SUSN — Volodymyr Panchuk and Petro Mozoluk.

The report was so biased that the President was
forced to make a formal protest: he stated tha' the

report was so tendentiously presented that its aim
was clearly to discredit the Executive.

The main part of the SUSN attack, presented in

an astonishing display of innuendo, centered on the

correspondence between Dmytro Jacuta of SUSK
and the then President of SUSTE, Volodymyr
Lyczmanenko Out of a fairly large correspondence
file of 250 letters, th« Controlling Commission
extracted only 'e'ters to in j fror . SUSK, chose the

excerpts they i.slculated would most easily serve

their purpose, and proceeded to launch a virulent

personal attack iasting some. >,ie attacks

reached an cnbplievably primitive lever it was
openly' Student was financed by the KGB
and had its information supplied by them; Student

was likened to VistizUkrainy; it was claimed that ti

SUSTE Executive had workeri with^^ students

who had "admitted" to working wi.n "foreign

agencies"; and it was claimed tnat a "crime' nad
been committed by sending a SUSTE address list to

Student in order that European students could

receive complimentary copies. These claims all of

which were made on »**> which can he readily

disproved, are not being listeH for the sake of

sensationalism. They are being mentioned to give

the reader an impression ot the kind ot arguments

which were being jsed to try and discredit the

SUSTE President, SUSK and Student. The at-

mosphere at this point was extremely unpleasant.

Hostile SUSN activists were in full nolemical flight

and although a small group stuuents t.ijd to

introduce some reason into the proceedings most
students sat in shocked silence, u wa~ .r. this

atmosphere that the SUSN activists succeeded in

passing two resolutions attacking SUSK and Stu-

dent, as well as releasing the Executive from their

duties while censuring the President fur his contacts
with SUSK The relevant resolutions read as foliowt.:

In r*ply to the greeting of SUSK at the 6th
Congress of SUSTE The 6th Congress of SUSTE
condemns the style of the greeting sent by SUSK,
which is an affront to certain institutions and
organisations, and which does not demonstrate
tolerance and respect to those whothini- differently.
The position of the 6th Congress towards the
n ewspaper "Student The 6th Congress of SUSTE
condemns the political positions of the private
newspaper Student ar.a its forced distributor among
students because tnese positions contravene tne
spirit and iHqoin.iicai fc-idations of SUSTE.

These decisions 'he most important of the
Congress, deserve co.nment, if only to underline the
blatant political motivation which produced them,
regardless of their fairness or legality.

The absurdity of the resolutions is painfully
obvious. It is almost unheard of, for a responsible
community organisation to make a denunciation of
greetings sent to it; a more suitable course might
have been to simply ignore sue*- a le1 **^, if it qave
offence. The Student resolution reduces the SUSTE
Congress resolutions to a snamules overlooks
the fact that it is directly contradictory to the
previous one which urges a more tolerant attitude!

More importantly, the resolution against Stu-
dent is unconstitutional — the SUSTE Constitution
does not lay guidelines as to the ideological position
to be followed. To block Student's distribution is an
arbitrary and intolerant act: the way to win students
over to u point of view isto openly discuss and debate
issues and not merely to prevent them from hearing
another side of a story. Student over the past few
years has adopted a courageous stance in openly
discussing the issues of the day and has occasional-
ly met with criticism from various Ukrainian political

parties, including the OUN-b t is forthis last reason,
more than anything else, that some right-wing
representatives at the Congress chose to simply
dismiss Student and ail associated with it labelled
nefarious "Marxists" (or even KGB agents!) —
instead of examining the issues raised in a sober
manner.

SUSN's anqer at the past President of SUSTE
centered .mainly on the fact, amonq other things,
that both he anu the President SUSK iad quite
openly discussed the increasing prooiem of party
manipulation in student organisations. Con-
siderable emphasis was placed by SUSN on exhum-
ing individual words and phrases in order to create
an impressior of deliberate slurs, secret letters, and
odious intent

Not iong after the SUSTE Congress, SUSN-OUN-
b activist Bohdan Bqbyn wrote an article on the
Congress for Shliakh Peremohy

, the organ of the
OUN-b. It is not worth commenting upon this article,

except to state thah the author, using the report of
the Controlling Commission as Irs main facts, makes
totally false and dishonest assertions about the work
of tne past Executive, while claiming that only the
"students-nationalists (the OUN-b activists) were
democratic and tolerant. He generally congratulates
himself ano" his fellow SUSN sympathisers on
showing students the "true path."

Party involvement

The fact that a political party, a body alien to a
community organisation such as SUSTE, was
determined to mainpulate the SUSTE Congress is

concretely demonstrated by an internal letter of

instrv°*
! ~ns sent bv OUN-b to some of its members

and sympathisers before the 6th Congress in

Munich, its authenticity is beyond question: many
people saw it before the Congress took place and
vouch for the fact that its instructions were being
followed by SUSN and sympathisers.

The letter, signed by a member of the OUN-b
leadership (apparently from England) under the

pseudonymn of "Yaropolk-Bohoslov" states that

(our emphasis):
„./"( is important that the future Executive is

occupied by our people or people sympathetic to us

and that the proceedings of the Congress and its

resolutions reflect our independent spirit and our

principles position, in accordance with the foun-

dations of our Organisation.

Later, we read that:

our students has iat<en

p/ace...('/-'«tf»v irfcrrv and propose...the choice of

student Roman Shuperas Chairman, as a member of

t us should immediate!- contact Buhda Boby. on
arrival in nmvunich. He wui provide information and
indications, in case of r- ?d will call meetings of our
students and will assign mem for work ung the
Commissions...

In commenting upon this behaviour, let - V
quite clear about the general concept of diffe '.rr

opinions and pressure groups. It is perfectly

acceptable to canvas support for some particular

viewpoint and enter into discussion on a particular

theme — that is the basis of democracy. It is totally

repugnant however, to attempt to cynically

manipulate the proceedings in such an underhand
way — especially by an organisation which is not a

student body. Significantlh. the letter of insturctions

does not indicate tht the advocated actions would be

(con't on page 15)

meeting of
/.WI irfcrrv

• Although Toronto USC members may have lost a few battles in

their opposition to the university's handling of the tenured chair
appointement, one thing they obviously haven't lost is their sense
of humour — as this newly-created toast reveals. Instead of the
usual "Na Zdorovia" and "Dai Bozhe," students now often raise

their glasses and, say — with an appropriately stiff upper lip —
"Chairs, chaps!"

• In other chair news, one of our agents has learned that a few well-
burrowed "friends" of our party (i.e. the CP — the Communist
Party, not the airline, dummy!) leant the U of T administration a very
helping hand in its efforts to steer the tenure debate away from all

of the questionable aspects of the Magocsi case and towards the
murky waters of unsubstantiated allegations that the USC boycott
was nothing more than a nationalist plot and a personal attack on a
hapless Harvard scholar. Taking their cues from the public
relations department of the U of T, the tenure committee and the
department of Russian history, our hidden "Hamsters" were t,ue to
our great party's tradition of sabotaging all genuine poplar
movements. Their actions were consistent with the lonn Lin* of ZP
betrayals — in China in the 20's, Spain in the 30's France n trie .ate
60's and in Italy in more recent times, to name but a it v. oithe more
"outstanding" moments — where the interests of the struggling
masses were served up as a sacrifice to the greater cause of Great
Russian imperialism. Comrade Brezhne was reportedly so
delighted by this news that he momentarily forgot about his
pcvxqxxsin Poland and danced a little kolomyika\ He also had a
dozen Joe Stalin pins sent to the courageous U of T militants!

• Still on the subject of betrayals, Student has learned that the
foundation has decided to give U of T President James Ham a
Jacques Mnizovsky print — for all of his greaf work on behalf of the
Ukrainian community — at the ceremonies formally inaugurating
the chair. Alt we can say is that at least they had the good sense to
choose a woodcut of a goose!

• Student readers will be interested to know this tid-bit of
information: the reason why the Karavansky's won't be addressing
the congress this year is because the League for the
Liberation of Ukraine — popularly known asLVU— used their veto
power to prevent the two exiles from speaking. Obviously, the
Karavansky's don't hold "politically correct" views, meaning they
aren't toeing the L VU line either. Which makes one wonder if there
are any dissidents in Ukraine who share the particularly conser-
vative brand of nationalism that is espoused by LVU...

• Book-lovers should be on the lookout the next time they're on a
buying expedition as Myrna Kostash's latest work, Long Way from
Home: The Story of the Sixties Generation in Canada, is soon to
appear on the shelves. This time the best-selling author of All of
Baba's Children is tackling the New Left and the Counterculture, so
old activists might jus. like *^ roll a fat joint and reminisce with her
for awhile. We also ha'/e vo d latAndy Suknaski's latest collection
of poems — In the Nan>e ol Nand — is in the final editing stage and
will be at the printers by mid-Octcber. Don't say that we didn't warn
you about all this seditious literature...

• Late last spring Student received an unusual request for

information from a subscription service in Alabama that was acting
on behalf of an unnamed client. We sent them all of the details

about our publication, and last week were rewarded for our efforts

when a cheque arrived from the company, covering the cost of a
year's subscription for the Soviet embassy in Ottawa. Welcome
aboard, comrades! You might be interested in knowing that we also

received subscriptions this summer from the Canadian Depart-
ment of External Affairs and the U.S. State Department in

Washington, so you'll all have lots to talk about at the next
diplomatic cocktail party.

• It was a cas? of East meets West last week, when two visiting

intellectuals arriv c Idmonton to so - work for the Canadian
Institute of Ukrainian Studies: Mrs. Chen, from 8eiging,

China, and Leonid Pliushch. the former dissident ^"w living in

Paris. Mrs. Chen, who is an expert on Soviet affairs, / il be m town
for seven months studying the Ukrainian language and modern
Ukrainian history; and Pliushch will be here for a couple ot weeks
researching pysanky, ethnography and Ukrainian literature. Our
greetings to them both — vitaiemol

• The dance community will be interested to hear that three of

nashi khloptsi — Andrij Nahachewsky, John Pichlyk and Rick

Wacho — have gone off to Kiev to study dance for a year. Obviously

the Iron Curtain is beginning to go up on cultural exchange at the

same time it is coming down on dissidents.

• Finally. > vd also like to welcome the latest addition to the

Ukrair an Ei&iish bilingual '-rogramme in Alberta, the Lamont
(pop. 800) si-.iooi 60 km. norinedSt of Edmonton. After a lengthy

struggle (see Student no. 62;, determined parents finally succeed-
ed in overcoming the resistanc- 'uca administrators. AN it took

was a few oprishky to rrminn 1 "uibusn where he was from and
what his great ancestor stec for
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21st SUSK Conqress: Whereas, whereas,
(1) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress send
a telegram of support to the striking workers of the
Baltic Ports of Poland.

(2) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress
reaffirm its support for basic human rights in all areas of
the world and that the Congress condemn the infringe-
ment of basic human rights in those countries of the
world where, in recent months, particularly gross
violations of these basic human rights have come to the
notice of human rights organizations such as Amnesty
International.

{3) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress
supports the Helsinki monitoring group in Ukraine as
personified by the imprisoned Ukrainian activist
Viacheslav Chornovil.

(4) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress
endorses Amnesty International's continued efforts to
support the individual rights of Danylo Shumuk and
encourages the Canadian Federal Government to
continue its efforts to reunite Danylo Shumuk with his
family in Canada.

(5) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress
upholds the rights of every Canadian resident
regardless of their nationality, religion, sex or ethnic
origin and furthermore, that the SUSK National
Executive be directed to express to the provincial
overnment the concern of Ukrainian Canadian
tudents over recent attempts by some governments

to constrain their Human Rights Commissions from
fulfilling the mandate with which they were charged.

(6) Be it resolved that the new national SUSK executive
and the Ukrainian Canadian publication Student strive
for fraternal cooperation.

(7) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress give
the new CUSK executive the mandate to present to the
Canadian federal government a brief on constitutional
reform dealing specifically with multiculturalism and
multilingualism.

(8) Be it resolved that the new SUSK executive take all

efforts possible to ensure the publishing of and
distribution of the Ukrainian Canadian Cultural
Resource Guide in cooperation with the book
publishing committee and that the new SUSK executive
encourage all local Ukrainian Students' Clubs to
actively participate in the distribution of the Ukrainian
Canadian Cultural Resource Guide.

(8)(a) Be it resolved that the SUSK National
Congress approve the appointment of the following to a
committee responsible for supervision, the publication
and distribution of the Ukrainian Canadian Cultural
Resource Handbook:
Bohdan Tymyc (Montreal)
Alexia Klysh (Edmonton)
Daria Markevych (Edmonton)
Ivan Jaworsky (Ottawa)
Mark Minenko (Winnipeg)
Taras Udod (Winnipeg)
Andrij Semotuik (folnonton)

(8)(b) Be it resolved that the Ukrainian Canadian
Cultural Resource Guide Book Publishing Committee
set up the committee:

(1) To take care of publishing and the business of
distribution of the book.

(ii)To proof the final draft before printing.
(iii) To prepare a mailing list for the distribution of

the book to Clubs, KYK - Branches, Libraries, and
bookstores.

(iv) To keep in close contact with the Mul-
ticulturalism Directorate, Ukrainian Canadian Com-
mittee, Professional and Business Associations and
SUSK National Executive.

(v) To ensure that the national executive is well
represented on the book publishing committee.

(vi) To prepare the final financial report to the
government and all organizations.

(9) Be it resolved that the new SUSK executive
encourage all local Students' Clubs to actively par-
ticipate in the decision-makingprocess of SUSK,

(1 0) Be it resolved that the new SUSK executive foster
closer relations with other ethnic student organizations

and initiate and develop programs of mutual benefit.

(11) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Congress
recommend to the local Ukrainian Student Clubs that
they initiate supportive cooperation and communica-
tion with other local ethnic groups.

(12) Be it resolved that the National SUSK Congress
select the month of February for the promotion of the
coordinated Ukrainian Canadian Student month.

(13) Be it resolved that the Nation ISK Congress
recommend that the new SUSK xecutiv s cultural vp.
initiate a concert tour to commemorate ..ie music and
memory of Volodymyr Ivasiuk.

( 1 4) Be it resolved that the new SUSK executive make
available material support for local Ukrainian Students'
Clubs contingent ur>on their financial need and the
financial situation o! SUSK.

(15) Be it resolved tha' *USri xpress solidarity with the
University of Toronto usl over the question of the
Chair of Ukrainian Studies and that the Ukrainian
Canadian Students o..;_»n support the proposed
boycott by the University of Toronto USC of the courses
taught under the Chair of Ukrainian Studies, a protest of
the premature granting of tenure to the candidate.

(16) Be it resolved that SUSK prepare a resolution for
the Ukrainian Canadian Committee Congress to be held
in October with proposed constitutional amendments
along the following guidelines:

a) Change the name from the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee to the Ukrainian Canadian Congress.

b) Establish a rotating center for the UCC, requiring
it to move to Winnipeg, Edmonton and Toronto every
three years.

c) Require that all executive positions in the UCC
presidium be elective.

d) Abolish the veto power currently held by member
organizations.

( 1 7) Be it further resolved that in this undertaking SUSK
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(con't on page 14)

whereas... Be it resolved that...
cooperate with and seek the assistance of other
organizations.

(18) Whereas local club activity is enhanced by
delegate participation in SUSK conferences and
whereas small clubs may not always be able to afford
the travel costs of sending delegates to distant cities. Be
it resolved that the SUSK National Executive strengthen
the travel subsidy initiated this year by increasing the
subsidy to 4 per kilometer per club, per conference.

(19) Be it resolved that the VP. Alumni Coordinator has
as his/her objectives:

a) To provide for continuity of SUSK between past
and present members.

b) To provide the SUSK executive and its

membership with a list of resource people who could be
referred to for guidance and help.

c) To prepare a mailing list comprised of SUSK
alumni.

d) To aid in soliciting funds for SUSK whenever
possible.

el To offer current and up to date information to

SUSK alumni on activities and projects undertaken by
SUSK, through mailings and other forms.

(20) Whereas SUSK shall remain a constituted federa-

tion and
Whereas SUSK recognizes the identification of all clubs
with the objectives of the SUSK Constitution and
Whereas SUSK should endeavour to promote a sense
of unity and solidarity between local clubs across
Canada.
Therefore be it resolved that the SUSK Congress
recommends that all clubs within SUSK adopt the name
"SUSK" in conjunction with their local club name as the
official name of their club, association or federation.

(21) Whereas the 21st SUSK Congress of Ukrainian
Canadian Students recognizes the lack of all forms of

basic freedom within Ukraine and other countries,
which suffers under Soviet occupation.
And whereas the richness of Canada comes from its

respect for the freedoms and rights of its people.

And whereas Canada nas benefitted from its rich
mixture of immigrant
Be it resolved that thL Ukrainian Canadian Students'
Union urge the Canadian Government in the strongest
possible manner to acknowledge the right to refugee
status of parsons leaving Ukraine and other countries.
Be it further resolved that the Ukrainian Canadian
Students' Union encourage the Canadian Government
to t id Ukrainian refugees from Ukraine and other
counmes in settling in Canada.

(22) Be it resolved that a copy of the < bo e resolution
(number 21) be submitted to the federal government.

(23) Whereas SUSK, a student organizat, jr., seekiny
a new direction for the 1 980's and whereas SUSK takes
a stand on human rights. Be it resolved tbat qi<
financially help to support underprivileged Ukramiar
organizations in the Third World such as. m
Brazil.

(24) Whereas changes and amendments to the SUbK
consitution are crucial to the working and success of
SUSK and whereas many of the ee demand greater time
and attention than can be pror. ly and fu'ly understood
when presented haphazardly it resc.dd that all

proposed changes and amendments to the SLT
Constitution be fully prepared and submitted to the
congressperson by an advance due time before the
plenary session, to be distributed to the congress
delegates for study.

(25) Whereas the next Congress of the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee will take place in Winnipeg in

October of 1 98C

.

And whereas it is important that SUSK, supported by
local Ukrainian Students' Clubs, participate actively in

the Congress in order to realize the reforms which are
outlined in the resolutions of the 21st SUSK Congress,
Be it resolved that plans be undertaken by the National
Executive to ensure that adequate financial means are
available to delegates from local Ukrainian Student
Clubs to travel and participate in the 1 3th Congress of
the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.

(26) Whereas the present term of office of CESUS has
expired.

And whereas the CESUS incumbents have no authority
to act on behalf of Ukrainian students around the
world be it resolved that SUSK take steps to contact the
other constituent organizations of CESUS with a view
to convening a CESUSCongress by September 1,1981
and further, that the SUSK Congress call upon the
Presidents of the constituent organizations of CESUS to

take control of CESUS and organize a CESUSCongress
by September 1 , 1 981 to begin the task of renewing the
Central Union of Ukrainian Students upon a democratic
and representative basis.

(27) Whereas the Taras Shevchenko foundation has
been distributing its funds on the bas of -instated

guidelines and criteria,

And whereas the Taras Shevchenko Foundation is

restrictive in the granting of contemporary Ukrainian
Canadian cultural projects,

Be it resolved that SU^k and its affiliate student clubs
launch a new phase ir ^uitural development in order to

pressure the Taras Shev^nemvo Foundation into stating

its criteria for the granti ng of funds so as to allow money
to be granted for the development of a contemporary
and innovative Ukrainian Canadian culture.

(28) Be it resolved that the SUSK National Executive
through its Ukrainian Canadian Committee represen-
tative express to dissatisfaction with the reappointment
to a two year term of two members of the 'joard of

directors of the Taras Shevchenk"»« a j jne
August 18th, 1 980 meeting of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee Executive,
And furthermore, that the SUSK National Executive

then propose a present member of SUSK to be
appointed to this board of directors.

(29) Be it resolved that SUSK acknowledge the Jewish
Students' Union greeting to the 21st SUSK Congress
and reciprocate with a similar greeting.

(30) Be it resolved that the 21st SUSK Congress
acknowledge the hard work of the Congress Committee
and its host club, the University of Alberta Ukrainian
Students' Union.
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BEHIND THE SCENES WITH S
Student: Tell us where and when you were born, raised,

educated and trained.

Nowytsk: was born in Ukraine some five years before WWII broke

out and started our move West. We lived in a dozen countries

before we came to settle in Canada in 1 95. Soyou might say I was

raised and educated in the entire world. I went to high school in

n 3|inhin Manitoba and in Fort \ i
|| iam Ontario and attended the

Lakeheao Technical Institute in Port Arthur, known today as

Lakehe^ ODli°qe in Thunder Ba*. in 1955 I lett-for California

where I siudieo acting and directing at the Pasedena Playhouse

College of Theatre Arts. I graduated in two years with a B.A, in a

Theatre degree. . .en went back to Canada and worked as an actor

on CBC on some independent features mainly out of Toronto, and

on summer stock. I also did some acting work in Montreal and went

back to Toronto in 1961. I left for New York to study film at

Columbia University. I
graduated in 1964 with a Masters of Fine

Arts degree in motion pciture production. It was while at Columbia

that I made my first film, Grain Giants of Canada, and also directed

my first film a science educational film with Andrew Huxley from

Cambridge. England. That was made for theCentre of Mass

Communications which is a comDany affiliated with Columbia

'Inivprsitv I Plen uinrlcaH on mv fir=t feature -lm nrn'W*'"-

ass lStani on Shirley Clark s Cruel World (that I
believe was her

second feature). I also worked as assistant cameraman and

assistant director in Stefan Sharp's Across the River.

reed you tc go into filmStudent: Who, or what
in general?

Nowytski: My interest in film dates back to m\ childhood I was
fascinated by the childrens' story films that ! saw ruidno 'luring

the war as a kid, and wp nlayed theatre, shadow plays and so on.

Then we would get scraps hrown away from 35mm film in the back
of the theatre and try make some kind of projector and project

these "slides" oid wnite w ill.

I began to think seriously, or dream seriously, about a film

career after I first saw a U.S. film in 1945 after the war. I was
fascinated by Westerns and began dreaming of making a Ukrainian

Western based on Cossack stories that all of us kids, I was then
about 1 years old, avidly read in postwarGermany; all the works of

Kaschenko andTchaikivsky, those stories I always thought and still

do think would make terrific adventure films foryouth. Of course, I

yet have to make a Cossack film, but perhpas in the future I will. I'm

sure it will go over great. It has horses in it, just like Westerns, a lot

of action, baddies, goodies, just the right things for an adventure
film.

So far, although I did work on several feature films for other
people, I have not made any feature films myself, and as you know,
all my films are short subjects made on 1 6mm, mostly documen-
taries and mostly educationsl.

Student: Why did you become interested in focusing on
Ukrainian materials for your films?

Nowytski: There is a recent popular Ukrainian song which ends in

the words: "You can choose anything in the world, but you can't

choose your native land". I guess you can extend that to include
culture. I was raised ir a Jkrainian environment. As a youth, I was
part of the idealistic stilling of our people. I was a Plastun, and of

course we 'earned all abo^t our history and the recent events in

jus* prior to the end of the war and as I learned that, I felt the
glory, the t-agedy, the struggle, the aspirations of our people. I'm

uoo.^ally vey justice minded (I was told that in my horoscope). I do
feel strongly that our people have suffered unjustly and I would like

to somehow help tell the world. Finally, I strongly believe we
Ukrainians have a rich heritane that can be shared with the rest of

the world. After alt, a peoole who >xitted for over 5,000yearsmust
have refined some aspec s o. culture that are worth noting, that are
worth passing on not only to our own youth but to the people of the
world in general.

Then again I believe you must do that which is natural to you.
You must deal first with yourself, with your own environment,
things you understand closely. That's the way you get at truth. You
can deal with Ukrainian subjects truthfully if you really understand
them. It's not enough just to be Ukrainian. A lot of people don't feel

deeply culturally Ukrainian. I do, because I was brought up that way.
I do think my understanding of our people is much deeper. When
you create truth, truth is universal and its appealing to everybody.
Who else is going to tell a story about Ukrainians? Hollywood tried:

Taras Bulba. Well, I think it really is up to us.

Student: Which of your Ukrainian films in your opinion are

the best? List them and evaluate them.

Nowytski: The first Ukrainian film was Shevchenko v Washington!

back in 1964. Actually we started in 1963, and continued into

1 964about the unveiling ottheT. Shevchenko monument in Wash.

D.C. by former president Eisenhower. I co-produced and directed

that film with our only surviving director of photography living

beyond the border of Ukraine. George Tamarsky. Incidentally, he

was the cinematographer for the first feature colour film shot in

Ukraine called Sorochinski Fair. George also worked with

Dovzhenko. He's still alive and asyou might imagine he's getting on

in years but still fairly strong and he lives near New York. Wejl, I

didn't have full control of this film which was an official film

sponsored by the Shevchenko Scientific Society of New York City,

and actually backed by all the Ukrainians in the free world. So. since

I didn't have full control and of course the budget was ridiculous, it

didn't turn out as well as it could have. There are also problems with

it, such as political problems, or not understanding the film

medium by the authorities. I edited the film in a way in which it

would make sense artistically. That upset the committee because

they wanted the film to represent exactly as things happened, in

chronological order and so after I set everything properly to music.

George was forced to re-edit sections of the film so that the right

people appeared just followed by the people that I placed first.That

of course destroyed certain amount of fluidity and synchronization

with the music. But it still has elements of feeling and atmoshpere
and those two aspects is what : really try to put across in any film,

feeling and atmosphere, whether it be of the period, the people or

of history, that's what I'm striving for. I don't care about continuity,

chronologically ' dor" --"Q ahm it thRm at all. I use time hankwards

and forwards as long j>. the inea, the thread of what I am trying to say

is logical. Every turrit ' i.'se is ubjective and what present is my
interpretation of the eve. • fn, . ot really concerned about events

as they supposedly are. ' don t relieve there is such things as werite

films really, as there is always a POV. In fact I don't even try to

present something that objectively. I'm not interested in objectivity

in that sense. I'm interested in portraying something the way l see it,

theway understand itandif it'swrongit'swrongandthat'stheway

I see it.
I

\rty nims aic subjective even though they miqht be about
people and events that are happeninq in real life. I trunk' you get a

good idea of wlpat they're all aboi.t regardless .The next Ukrainian

language film was a feature oocumemary. Shchob Dzvonyiy

Dzvony, That The Bells May Ring. Now here, I had a lot of control,

but it was limited by lack of iunds. It took me 7 years to complete
this 50 minute film about 'he activities in and around the .St.

AndrewsUkrainiai Orthodox 'hurchandtheadjoiningcemetery in

South Bambrook, u^ed the consecration ceremony of

thememorial church as .. ic work for presenting the entire idea

of the centre there, of the cu" jral events that happened there

during Easter celebration, in fact one week after Easter during
» provody.

I went every year for seven years in a row every provody until I

got it all where I wanted it. By 1971 I had it finished.TheChurch, of

course, was built to commemorate the artificial famine in Ukraine in

the e^'v 30 s. I felt strongly for the people, the innocent thousands
that die

. and I think I saw this much more tha accusingly, more
thai just olaming the Russian communists for murder. I saw it as a

tr?np •> ' nanity, a sorry example of mans' cruelty against
mah.That'*; t^way I presented it in the opening titles for this film —
th» dedicationjnd of course that's apparent in the narration itself. I

don \ lingers. It's beynnd that. That man should be destroying

another human being, is a tragedy that I feel. I had-the best people
working for me on this film, ai ibust as far as research, script and
narration, and as a result the film is a good example of good
Ukrainian usage of the Ukrainian language. I paid particular

attention to correct literary pronunciation of every word and if

nothing else it is a great lesson Ukrainian language. Considering
lack of funds I ihir,!; thir. film is alright. ! was suc;essful again in

conveying the feelings and deeper introspection in the pride of
ono't; own Thp nthprfilm*; I made on UkTP'" : M"

1 themes
either don't have an/ narration like Sheep in Wot-d. or
nave an tngiisn narration, aneep in Woodwasaeiu illy my second
independent film. I made it because I was fascinated by the process
of the woodcut and I know Hnizdovsky's works, Knew him and I felt

it would be a great film . 1 1 ri
—

'

« « ?ke it as clear as possible in the
entire process of makinc woe d<. Although technically it's not as
good as some of my later wurna rr.jde the film with my own funds
and I was short funde'd ay j ' n T^ * o«™rjpiiv pvident in tr

lighting. Although of fi.. reason was in that difficulty of working
with hot lights that - ie .nn and threatened to warp - no b?""
wood, ^o I had t3 a'Gik wi*.,. . . .:^:- ,.= -«."! n.-st from *hp up vpr

fast. II thpre's one tmng in this fi'm that I always heai a n mment on
it's the.nuaio. Nobody wi ue Htuim, uuuui it. miner tin,, ,^ve it or
hate it The way I got the music, w^s inai wrote Marian Kuzan in

Paris, nevp r "°et the man, explained* 1
',' '"hat I had in

mind, what the sections were, ho*., me/ were, what feeling 1

wanted and then I asked him to interpret Hnizdovsky's works as he
sees them and I sent him a silent print that he viewed and he sent me
a score, all recorded with a Paris orchestra. I respect his
composition. I put it in. I think it's rather different.

-
I would say that from all anglp* mv mo<=t'' is

Pysanka, the Ukrainian Easter Egg. That was the first film
1

decided to plan as a Hollywood film, t — -. u an .jmera
setpups and angles on little cards and shuffled iiiem around until

I got the kind of order which would give rue me best economy so
that I wouldn't repeat a set-up, a set-up where you set your tripod
anc camera for one position. I would never go back to the same
nr^ition twice. That was a discipline in a way, a good practise for
me

, and I thought, well, if I was going to do features I might as wen
learn now and use some of these techniques which I could in my
short films. Well, of course, poor Luba who did the pysanka, she just
didn't know wheter she was coming or going, but she trusted me
explicitly ind it paid off. I think it was a great test of my editorial and
uireuiundl skills. This film was the first real test. I was determined to
hire a cameraman and concentrate on directing onlv I don't think
you can shoot and direct at the same time witr any fegree ot
success. Tom Ramsey was the cinematographer. Wc worked very
well together andso far he has shot threp films for me and now w i+h
my bad back of course my cinematography days are over. The ba J
back by the way I got on ^" ^ ^ ^ad — P-"-^tio r" *>* the Pa it.

That'swherei go to ttv beginnings of my slipped disc which ha., been
bothering rn.. ^wer since ihen Well anyway my .ove is oik..,, in

and that is what I am concentrating on now.

Pvsanka was painstakingly researched and plannea ann after

Or a Trach, who did the Dreliminary research, qavp mp the

material I worked intimately with poet-writer wnristy Duckwill. We
weigneu every word. Of course a poet, sh" wp* able to give me
the kind of feeling I wanted. . s a film maker I antic pated every
question in the mind of the audience as I would imagine. .

watch the film, in other words the narration in the film must come
precisely at the right momen1

,
just as the question ir. the audiences

mind comes up, you answer it. That's the mark of a good film. Of
course, some narration just leads them on. They are willing to just

be guided but if there is a specific thing on the screen that they want
an answer to and you don't answer, you're introuble-Well, I think in

that respect, this film is successful. I also try to avoid any cutesy pie

or patronizing attitude that could have happened where the
narrator would have the attitude "Oh look at those interesting

ethnics, isn't that nice. They're doing Easter eggs. That's how
make them. W^w". That's what I didn't want.This was too deep.This
is more thar just craft, it is a belief, thousands of years old. It's

faith, it's culiu.u.

It took me about wo days with a very talented actress who did

the narration. She finally did exactly what I wanted. She had a sense
of reverence in the narration. The film won some prizes, many of

them first prizes, and was shown on manyTV networks all over the
world. It was also a commercial success — the film sold well, it is

still selling, to public libraries, to schools, and so on. Like Sheep in

Wood, Immortal Image, Pysanka is a film that is not easily dated so
its life will belong. The subjects, like woodcutting, have existed for

hundreds of years. Sculpture, for thousands, in the last wax
method, I am talking about. So Pysanka, the technique doesn't
ohanqe that drastically. Therefore, they will have a long life, these
films

immortal Image is my latest film on art. The work of Winnipeg
sculptor Leo (Mulduzhanin) as he works on a portrait in bronze
of composerMykolaLysenko. I would put it somewhere between
Sheep and Pysanka in degree of success. I belive Immortal is not a

film that shows off the film maker so much but rather the subject,

the sculptor Leo. tnin'; the most interesting thing, at least the

way I see it, are his comments on arts and society, on education and
creativity, responsibility of an artist to society. I must say I agree
probably with every thing he says in that film, I terms of today,

instant culture and the rush, I think that his film and the views Leo
has on art and teaching art are probably controversial. What

comes to mind especially is his comment that you can't just learn

art at the university and turn around and teach art. You've learned

technique, you have to have some talent, you have to develop it, you
have to struggle voi haveto oeafreelancerfora while, you have to

give yourself tirr e '.c develop your own style, not force anything and
then yoi will jn<~g uuii.oiiiing new and you will then be able to

transmit su.netning worthwhile when you teach, something
unique, something of your own to your students rather than

repeating the mistakes of your teachers and just perpetuating this

sort of thing which results in "easy way out" art. I'm ? ctrrng
believer in techniques, no matter where. In filmsyou have to earn
r ,'n lique oefore you can abandon it, if you wish, or hide it.

The film I enjoyed making most perhaps is Reflections of the

Past. Why? Because that's one film which during its research and
filming stage I was totally involved in my subject, the Ukrainian

settlers in Canada. I fully empathize with them, their

difficulties and determination. I was heart and soul with them. I

didn't know about them at all until I started to interview the old

timers and that was fascinating, 1 was laughing, I was crying, it was
amazing, really.

might sounc 1 corny \o you, if I remember correctly how you
looked at the film n your review, but that it has schmaltz, all the

cliches, and what not ".,cHI il might, but believe me, it came from the

heart. I did very little with my mind there, I did it with my heart. You
can't just be detacheo wnen you hear the tragedy of those kids that

died. Here they come. Can you imagine a family with 4 or 5 kids and
all of them die in this new land they jsutcameto? What does it do to

a man and a woman? I think it's very tragic, and I still think not

enough has been made about that particular incident which I am
talking about"in the film, If you have true fee ings and understan-
ding there is no way you can avoid crying over tha* incident. It

was very moving when I stood there where the events Happened
and just rethought the whole thing. How ' must have ueeii. In fact. I

was there up till precisely the same time that they came. Of course,
they came in 1 898. But the ice was still on the lake, a little bit of

snow on the grass, you looked ami in* the you think, well okay, here
I am. I have in my hands an axe perhaps some clothing, of course,
the government provided them wan tents, I understand, and that's

it. And you're trying tomake the best of it and of course the epidemic
— that could make a film all by itself, Now of course, some 6 or 7

years after I made the film, when I look at it I can see what I could cut

out of it, how I could shorten it. But at that time, believe me, I was so
involved that it was difficult to be totally objective to see what was
maybe a little too much.

The film still creates a certain sad feeling in me, the beginning
of it, and at the same time by the end it does have that uplifting

feeling. It's not just me. because I verified that with an audience, I

think for an actor the greatest moment is the applause at theend of

a play. Of course he likes to feel the pr sence of the people ?nd
know there is a communication and that they're watching him, but

to really have that sense applause is great. But form, for a film

maker, the greatest applause is watching people warring my f
: im

and reactinc to t properly, reactingto ittheway intended thew:yl
would and^lve watched that at the Dauohin heaven ' he
premiere and on many other occasions and people do react that

way. I think it's a moving film.
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material I worked intimately with poet-writer ^nristy Duckwill. We
weigneu every word. Of cour-e a pnet, sh" able to give me
the kind of feeling I wanted. . s a film maker antic pated every

question in the mind of the audience as I would imagine .n&y .

watch the film, in other words the narration in the film must come
precisely at the right momen*, just as the question ir. the audiences
mind comes up, you answer it. That's the mark of a good film. Of
course, some narration just leads them on. They are willing to just

be guided but if there is a specific thing on the screen that they want
an answer to and you don't answer, you're introuble.Well, I think in

that respect, this film is successful. I also try to avoid any cutesy pie

or patronizing attitude that could have happened where the

narrator would have the attitude "Oh look at those interesting

ethnics, isn't that nice. They're doing Easter eggs. That's how
make them. W^w". That's what I didn't want. This was too deep. This
is more thar just craft, it is a belief, thousands of years old. It's

faith, it's culiu.u.

It took me about wo days with a very talented actress who did

the narration. She finally did exactly what I wanted. She had a sense
of reverence in the narration. The film won some prizes, many of

them first prizes, and was shown on manyTV networks all over the

world. It was also a commercial success — the film sold well, it is

still selling, to public libraries, to schools, and so on. Like Sheep in

Wood, Immortal Image, Pysanka is a film that is not easily dated so
its lite will belong. The subjects, like woodcutting, have existed for

hundreds of years. Sculpture, for thousands, in the last wax
method, I am talking about. So Pysanka, the technique doesn't
rhanqe that drastically. Therefore, they will have a long life, these

films

immortal Image is my latest film on art. The work of Winnipeg
sculptor Leo (Mulduzhanin) as he works on a portrait in bronze
of composerMykolaLysenko. I would put it somewhere between
Sheep and Pysanka in degree of success. I belive Immortal is not a

film that shows off the film maker so much but rather the subject,

the sculptor Leo. tnin": the most interesting thing, at least the

way I see it, are his comments on arts and society, on education and
creativity, responsibility of an artist to society. I must say I agree

probably with every thing he says that film, I terms of today,

instant culture and the rush, I think that his film and the views Leo
Mo! has on art and teaching art are probably controversial. What
comes to mind especially is his comment that you can't just learn

art at the university and turn around and teach art. You've learned

technique, you have to have some talent, you have to develop it, you
have to struggle voi havetoDeafreelancerforawhile.youhaveto
give yourself tin e '.c develop your own style, not force anything and
then yoi will Jii'-g new and you will then be able to

transmit su.iietning worthwhile when you teach, something
unique, something of your own to your students rather than

repeating the mistakes of your teachers and just perpetuating this

sort of thing which results in "easy way out" art. I'm a ctrr ng
bo,; °ver in techniques, no matter where. In filmsyou have to earn

_h liqus oefore you can abandon it, if you wish, or hide u.

The film I enjoyed making most perhaps is Reflections of the
Past. Why? Because that's one film which during its research and
filming stage I was totally involved in my subject, the Ukrainian

settlers in Canada. I fully empathize with them, their

difficulties and determination. I was heart and soul with them. I

didn't know about them at all until started to interview the old

timers and that was fascinating, I was laughing, I was crying, it was
amazing, really.

might soune corny to you, if I remember correctly how you
looked at the film n your review, but that it has schmaltz, all the

cliches, and what not ,"°ll it might, but believe me, it came from the

heart. I did very little with my mind there, I did it with my heart. You
can't just be detacheu wnen you hear the tragedy of those kids that

died. Here they come. Can you imagine a family with 4 or 5 kids and
all of them die in this new land they jsut came to? What does it do to

a man and a woman? I think it's very tragic, and I still think not

enough has been made about that particular incident which I am
talking about'in the film, If you have true fee ings and understan-
ding there is no way you can avoid crying overtha* ,ro"'^ incident. It

was very moving when I stood there where the events Happened
and just rethought the whole thing. How it must have u«n. In fact, I

was there up till precisely the same time that they came. Of course,
they came in 1 898. But the ice was still on the lake, a little bit of

snow on the grass, you looked amun* the you think, well okay, here
I am. I have in my hands an axe perhaps some clothing, of course,
the government provided them wim tents, I understand, and that's

it. And you're trying tomakethe best of it and of course the epidemic
— that could make a film all by itself. Now of course, some 6 or 7

years after I made the film, when I look at it I can see what I could cut

out of it, how I could shorten it. But at that time, believe me, I was so
involved that it was difficult to be totally objective to see what was
maybe a little too much.

The film still creates a certain sad feeling in me, the beginning
of it, and at the same time by the end it does have that uplifting

feeling. It's not just me, because I verified that with an audience, I

think for an actor the greatest moment is the applause at the end of

a play. course he likes to feel the pr sence the people ^nd
know there is a communication and that they're watching him, "iu\

to really have that sense applause is great. But form, for a film

maker, the greatest applause is watching people watting my f
; im

and reactinc to t properly, reacting to it the way intended thew yl
would and I ve watched that at the Dauohin t-e&Hvd. ann v he
premiere and on many other occasions and people do react that

way. I think it's a moving film.

Student: Tell us aboutyour films that have nothing to do with
Ukrainian culture.

Nowytski: In sixteen years as a film maker I have certainly made
more non-Ukrainian films that I've made Ukrain.an. After all a guy's

got to make a living and you can't ma*ea living A;th Ukrainian films.

Most, in fact all, the non-Ukrainian film; were commissioned.
I- jwever, Fcrever was a short film I die on own just for fun.jwo
b ys, a dog canoeing inthewaters. But Omv. hcnthat.lthinkallthe

other films, with non-Ukrainian themes nave been commissioned
and r-f course all had, relative to the Ukrainian budget, a high
buHnot. The ones 1 enjoyed most were the three films I did for the

Minnesota Historical Society in St. Paul. There were Last of the

oacks, Face of the Forest and Northwest Passage. Jacks told the
dtnrv of the lumberjacks in Northern Minnesota at the turn of the
--.ninw an«- into the early 30 s. As in Retelctlon, there were many
interviews th ola Timers,— that was so great. I lived that feeling all

ovci eyem e <cp~*
:i
'"a^ new information.There were these old

timers. Ther issomethingabout them; they know how to tell a story,

they tell wo' dertul stories and I just wish I had more film and they
had the h. nest real accents, the Swedish and Finnish and
Norwegian accents. I met a Pole that had a Polish accent who
knows no Polish but he's gut an accent when he speaks in English,
it's just amazing. Faces of the Forest was more about the forest and

.

how it was used through the centuries, first the Indian, then by the
white man, the lumber man, then after it was cut down by the
settlers, who came and used tha land and then it was reforested and
of course, the way people use the forest today. Northwest Pasage
was aboui uiarde Portage, that was at the time of the voyageurs.
Unlike Jacks and Faces we had no photographs of the period to fall

back on and of course therewerc old timers alive, because we're

talking about the earlv 18th centiry. I believe,

it tooK every effort and a iot of imagination to transmit the feeling of
*ho ;, ~,jggest in afilmir waythe pas*. Wc :^ad filmed part of it in
Dort wniiam which is recreated and there were a lot of student?
are&sed up in the proper costumes and that was fairly well ineaa,
that Fort Portage had at thetime.Acutally, I think Fort Wiiiiam cam-3

irtlp later, 1 803 or so, but I used that interchangeably because I

V-' -jltt-r 'he feeling of the day. How was it to be a voyageur? How
was lu oe a partner, a Scot or English or whatever? How was it to

be a Frencnman of the Indian, the French the wives in Montreal that

they left 4, 5, 6 months ago and now they have an Indian family in

Portage. I triad again to transmit the feeling of the day.

WWP was more of a filmmaker's film than maybe Last of the

Jacks although Jacks had nice things in it too, but it was really

taxing one's imagination to come upwith something that suggests
<V feeling. We filmed, of course, on the right locations, on the

authentic locations, which of course, looked much different today
than they did 300 years ago, but still somehow, the feeling is

conveyer )f the early period. My latest film BrassontheRoof, was
..^ iui me underground space centre at the U of Minnesota. This
film is the closest of all my films to what would be a featurette. It's a
film about earth sheltered housing. Although the function was, of

course, to show the benefits of earth sheltered housing and to

dispel any misconceptions that people have about living un-
derground. The film is interesting to watch because it has a story, it

has very lovable characters, it has a ghost, and along with the real

people we had professional actors in lead roles and the whole thing

can be viewed as a comedy.
Film Arts just recently received a distribution contract for the

film so we are going to distribute this film world wide.

Student: What is your opinion of other Ukrainian film making
activity outside Ukraine and inside contemporary Soviet
Ukraine?

Nowytski: I don't think there's much film activity among Ukrainians

in general. Here, most are doing shorts. Those that attempted
features were not able to make them at a level the public would
expect. In Ukraine, creativity has been suppressed since a slight

upswing in truly creative works in the early 60's. Perhaps the most
rt,.:!;t-." :'p^ example of the creative Ukrainian film was
Tadzhanov's Shadows of our Forgotten Ancestors, Tini Zabutykh

>

rj

redikiv That film influenced many film makt: s in the West,

.-specially in France. Paradzhanov was jailed fcr his outspoken
views . ' state of the arts under t;hp /iet ron\ ne.and now he's

dead. There are film makers here ot Ukrainian origin who make
excellent films, such as those of Roman Crouer. b Jt he's somewhat
removed from the 1 'Krainian culture and does not do films with

Ukrainian tiieines. me exception is that he did make a film of

pysankas, I believe, but I haven't seen it and can't comment on it.

On the other side of the scale you have the very young film

makers, the n°w film makers that are coming up. Who comes to

mind is Haly: K ichmij, and her film Streetcarwhich I think, gives a

fair indication of some talent and looks like a good attempt as a

snor
|1 'would to comment on all Ukrainians know i/ho

make films. Mv opinions, neither here nor there.

Student: What, inyoui opinion, are the three most important

all time Ukrainian films ever made this far?

Nowytski: That's a big question. It depends how you mean
important. Important in what sense? Important to Ukrainians?

Importa ' a.:? Important to documentation, feature films? It s

hard. I tend to think in terms of features. I mentioned Shadows of

Our foiyo t in Ancestors. I regret that I have no opportunity to view

enough turns from Ukraine to give this opinion. I saw all of

Dovzhenko's major films and I think they're interesting and take in

the historic perspective. But his films are not for today. What
reamins after viewing his work are beautiful fragments, vignettes.

On the whole, today, audiences find it hard to sit through Earth for

example. But then it depends on your attitude, of course. If you're

readv to see a historical film or a film made in the past by a

Ukrainian , a film that was considered as one of the ten best all time

films in the world. If you have that attitude, of course, or if you are a

film maker, of course you'd enjoy watching Earth, but the average

viewer simply would find it quite boring today. We don't have the

temperament anymore, the patience. I'm not trying to skirt the issue

but I don't thing I could honestly answer this last question because I

feel I have not really seen enough films to comment.

udent: wnat protects ao you have planned for the future?

Nowytski: I learned not to divulge too much about my future

projects until they're well along the way. My thrust of course is

feature films. I felt it was important for me to get the experience and

c

confidence I now have to direct my own features. I have enough
behind me to have enough credibility with backers but it's still

difficult. That's why I'm planning my first feature to be a purely

entertainment adventure film. I must show backers that I'm

bankable. That I can make, as a director or producer, money for the
'

investors.

I believe that after your first film, that's the biggest hurdle and
you will get more credibility and so that the risk in investing will be

less, or thought to be less, then I will be able to do the kinds of films I

really want to do. One of them is a true story epic about a Ukrainian

immigrant to Canada in the early 1 900's. I would like to do this film

now but I don't think I could raise enough capital to produce it as

this stage.

Student: What in your opinion, is the future and potential ot

Ukrainian film making in Canada and the U.S.A. in the areas
that remain to be explored? Are there any special obstacles?

Nowytski: It is of little benefit, I believe, to the Ukrainian community
if a Ukrainian film maker makes films about non-Ukrainian subjects.
The most we can say is "He's Ukrainian". See how talented
ikrainian is, what talent we have, or we need people just 'ike

with tnat kind of talent". It's sort of a pride in your ow.i There's
nothing wrong about such film making and they're doing a b . .

job, but in order to serve his people if ne considers those of

Ukrainian decent as his people, I think he's o* l!—*^d to use h'S or

her talents to communicate to the rest of the world hat we are, we
can, we do. I guess it's a natural desire, a kino collective Kildare

was here, that we must leave behind a natural signature if you wish.

The desire to be recognized, I guess, as tar as aie-as that remain to

be explored; there are many areas that need filmic treatmeru.Thosi

filmmakers that love art can be concentrating on Ukrainiarrarusts

past or present Those that are concerned about documentirr-
aspectr of Ukrain.an Canadian or Ukrainian American event,
should - just that. I have yet to see a Ukrainian experimei ... hi....

There's no tn what you can do. I guess at this point l wi"

mentior somethina haveplannedforafilm.Forseveralyearsnowl
have been planning to do a series of films on Ukrainian culture.

They would hn short, 5, 1 0, 1 5 minutes long each, each one on a

specific aspect of Ukrainian culture which would be divided into

different categories of culture, practical arts, fine arts, crafts,

language, philosophy what have you, and I would call this series

Culture Soul of a Nation. The project is so vast that a film maker or

several film makers could be employed for the rest of their lives

d-N«- one film after another and not run out of subjects. I have
approached several organizations with this project and I have

.uui iu people who are interested in it and maybe something will be
done in that area. I think my film Pysanka certainly showed that a

very small aspect of our culture is certainly appealing to non-

Ukrainians. Of course, I'm talking about this series as being

something that will be available to English and not just to'"'
schools and organizations, but certainly to the non Ukramiar.

world. ed> national institutions, public libraries and so on.

Righ now am collecting resource people that would be willing

to work on such a project and compiling some kind of a budget so I

can make a fcrral presentation when the time comes and perhaps

do a pilot film or two to see how it works out. I believe those

Ukrainian film makers who are really interested in film, in dramatic

film, should certainly grow and try to do a feature. A successful

feature using real or fictitious characters, historical or contem-

porary. Such a feature can do a lot to inform our neighbours about

us, besides being, of cct'se. entertaining. I'm sure that the current

best seller, F. Forsythe'sThe Devil's Alternative when made into a

film, follows the book ri<wi>'^f course, cannot but help but to be of

great importance to Ukrai ni As you no doubt know, here is a

Ukrainian, and the Ukrainian history and cause is very well

presented in the. dui they screw it up in Hollywood we
should all protest as tho=>e ui us, who understood, protested Ben
Hecht's treatment of Taras Bulba. as I mentioned before. There are

many obstacles to success, the most glaring one is the necessity to

survive, namely to eat and most idealistic film makers starve m. rn^

real obstacle, in my opinion, is the person himself. Isthe drive there7

Are your convictions strong enough to carry you over th^ •*<'

starvation to your eventual goal before yuu '
That's true, at a certain point in yo<"- honi- • - •- ;
maybe this is all fantasies, maybe you're in a dream wo-'n

Maybe reality is what you should be occupying yourself, tne

family and « • Of course, you know, the

famny suffeissoii.wTiiiiea wnen you haven t made ;t by acci idin age,

< I say the age uy > you begin to question whetehryou're not

too idealistic, wher dealism of your youth escapes you so I'm

all for younger peop, b ^.riving to do exactly what they want to do,

because that is exactly th* time in their lives when they don't know
it's a dream, they succeed quite often and once they realize it's a

dream they might lose some faith in it, in themselves. And yet you

must have dreams.
_

If I were to summarize the necessary qualities for a film maker,

or for anyone in live, I would just say he needs the right attitude. If

the right attitude is there, the dream can be achieved.
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a column of music review

by Bohdan Zajcew After Baba's Funeral
Natalka Zymowec

Innovation, Sophistication,

and Class...

TARAS
fas Shipowyk

TAR-6068

1) Sonlse Nyien'ko

2) OI llvchyno

3) Parting

4) Yikhav Koiak Za Dunaj

5) Kieve Mi)

1) Son I so

2) Prelude

3) Lely

4) Dva Kolory

5) Chomu

The summer of 1980 has come and gone. leaving behind an

assortment of contemporary Ukrainian musical delights and

curiosities Inretrospect , the last three months comprise one of the

Dusiest periods ever for the Ukrainian music industry with a

plethora of new albums released here and in Soviet Ukraine.

Meaning more cannon fodder for this reviewer, who normally

struggles from month to month wondering if he'll have anything to

write about. Most importantly, however, the majority of the

summer's offerings supply a pleasant respite fromthe pablumand

shmaltz served ud time and time aoain. Daradina under the guise

of musical creativity at its zenith. Several new courses

contemporary Ukrainian music are being charted and surprisingly,

most of them seem to be a step in the right direction.

Undoubtedly the best Canadian offering to emerge from this

hotbed of activity has to be TARAS, the debut release of Toronto s

TARAS SHIPOWYK. Renowned for his innovative synthesizing ot

visuals, dance and song, Shipowyk has constrained himself to

conveying his message via a single medium. Indeed, one

acquainted with Shipowyk's on-stage productions may listen to the
' album and at times be left wondering if the visuals aren't missing.

It's an unenviable task at best. But Shipowyk- responds to the

challenge with an album that will alternately delight, baffle,

outrage, and amaze the listener, depending on one's perspectives

and tastes (not to mention the broadness of the latter). This is no

work of in-betweens —you'll love it or.you'll hate it. However, it may
take repeated listenings before you make up your mind.

I'd be hard-pressed to attempt any categorizing of Shipowyk's

music and equally distraught at trying to pinpoint a target audience

for its greatest appeal. Suffice it to say there's something for just

about everyone, unless you're a hard-core died-in-wool rock and
roller. TARAS is a listening album — a marked departure from what
we've come to expect in the way of North American contemporary
Ukrainian music. While not outstanding, Shipowyk's voice is

instrumental in bringing home the essesne of his music; it's

termendously expressive, milking each song for every drop of

emotion it's worth while avaoiding the trap of sappiness. And
what's lacking in vocals is more than made up for with an overall

good choice of material, stunning arrangements, superb in-

strumentation supplied by a full complement of studio sidemen,
and excellent production. In a nutshell — innovation, sophistica-

tion, and class.

The only way to give the reader even the vaguest idea of what
Shipowyk's music is all about is to go through the album blow by

blow. Side one opens with the folk standard "Sontse Nyzenko",
delivered in a pop-rock rendition uncannily reminiscent of the

British singer Oliver's version of "Good Morning Starshine" from

the musical "Hair" — a song which topped tne charts a decade or so

ago. This powerful opening is followed by another classic, "Oi

Divchyno". Relying solely on acoustic guitar accompaniment and
the background vocals of Irene Atamanchuk fa la Danielle

Licari), Shipowyk delivers this love sonq with an intensity that's

guaranteed to melt the collective hearts of the "fairer sex" — no
chauvanism intended, that's just the kind of song it is. Next on
the agenda is a delightful original tongue in jazz number
called "Parting". While the Ukrainian lyrics st ;m lo be written by
someone thinking in English — consequently ti ; a little difficult

to decipher and don't always make sense — the u 'lingual touch in

the chorus is nice. "Parting" also makes for a sardonic comment on
growing up Ukrainian (as good firend A. L'bo was heard to remark:

"Man, that's what plastovi panny are all about!", or something to

that effect). The narodni pisnia "Yikhav Kozak Za Dunai",
methinks, would better have been left alone. Despite an innovative

arrangement, it leaves one with the image of cowboys riding off

into the sunset; even if it is a love song.that.s not what kozachynna
was all about. On the other hand, Ihor Shamo's "Kieve Mii" is

probably Shipowyk's tour de force — proud and defiant would be

the only appropriate words to describe it. In'Kieve Mii", Shipowyk's

vocals shine brightest, conveying a sense of almost
desperate love for a city mythically lodged in the Ukrainian psyche.
The instrumentation catapults the listener into a dizzying world of

calliopes and fantasy — a maddening dance which finally slows; its

message ot pride and defiance, however downtrodden, still intact.

vVi .ereas Side One of TARAS is intended to portray Shipowyk's
more "traditional" face, Side Two ventures into a more experimen-
tal realm. Leading off is another original song simply titled

"Sontse"; for lack of a better description, it qualifies as a

(con't on page 14)

Galay's play strikes home
The audience just couldn't

help themselves. They laughed

whole-heartedly at the prover-

bial phrases heard so often in

their own homes. Then, without

a moment's notice, many held

back stinging tears — and just

as many didn't.

Such was the scene on

opening night at Edmonton's
Citadel Theatre as the Ontario

Multicultural Theatre Associa-

tion presented Ted Galay's

After Safcf's =unetal. Galay's

play revolves around a Ukrai-

nian. Ronnie Danischuk, who
returns to his parents' home in

ru ral Manitoba after the death of

his grandmother. As Ronnie's

modern cultural attitudes en-

counter the traditional values of

his parents, the young man is

forced to recognize the existing

conflicts between the two
generations. Using this rather

common universal plot. Ted
Galay enriches his story by

placing it vividly into a Ukrai-

nian perspective.

The matriarch and natural

foundation of the Danischuk
family is Netty, Ronnie's

mother, potb.niy played . by

Aldona Byszkiewi^z. As the

sorrow o
: her miner's death

weigh! :p Netty's shoulders,

she fiy: -
*'* a

repetitious, account of her

arduous task oi nursing her

senile mother. Yet m !he midst'

of her martyrdom ^ -"v ex-

presses the innerr n"* donth of

her character — « gentie and
caring woman-cniiu, ^
love for her ailing mot!.d nas

no equal.

"fi-.t1 ideal complement to

Netty's martyrdom is illustrated

t- her husband Walter,

brilliantly portrayed by George
Belsky. Belsky plays his role to

the hilt — the quiet understan-

ding mate who would give his

right arm to keep peace in the

family. Ar calms and com-
forts Netty Walter stalls for

time hoping to prevent the

inevitable battle between his

wife and son. This character's

simple understanding of

humanity finds favor with the

audience, and Belsky'sacting is

superb — he moves with such
grace and dignity, that one
often finds it difficult to concen-
trate on other members of the

cast.

As Ronnie, Alex Maidan is

disappointing. His portrayal of

the central character is

moderate at best, and unfor-

tunately weakens playwright

Galay's intentions. Minnie and

gjli Horoshko, played by Kathy

. .^d y and Steve Ramanauskas,
respectively, bring a playful

note to the often depressing

atmosphere. Visiting the

Danischuks on their way home
from the funeral, highstrung

Minnie squeaks her way from

one conversation to another as

Bill keeps everyone on their

toes with his racist comments
and bawdy attitude.

Stagetech Inc. is deserving

of an honourable applause for

their set design. The Danischuk
home is typically perfect: the

ancient yet sturdy sofa com-
plete with doilies, the
'Ukrainian-sc^nt' calendar, the

Kuchmij film premieres

cross over the door, and the
ever-present central table
around which life revolves in

every Ukrainian home.
Ted Galay must be con-

g ratu lated, for A fter Baba '$

Funeral, his first attempt at

plavwriting. His characters are
ind • duals — each is an in-

tegral pfrt of the action, yet
flexible enough to grow and
change with the circumstances.
Although at times it seems that

the dialogue and emotions
change too drastically from
laughter to tears, tha* is exactly
how people are afte. The death
of a loved ^rs

At the .1980 Theatre Ontario

Festival — and in competition
with the best community
theatres in the province — the

Ontario Multicultural Theatre
Association's ^* produc-
tion of After Baba's Funeral
received five tc K dv.ards: Best

play, Best Leading Actor, Best
Director, and two Outstanding
Achievement awards.

The OMTA was founded in

1970 bya orojpof sixdedicated
theatres. Following a rapid

growth in membership it was
incorporated as the Mul-
ticultural Theatre Association,

and in 1972 produced a two-
week festival at the St.

Lawrence Centre forthe Perfor-

ming Arts in Toronto. This was
the first multicultural theatre

festival to be held in Canada.
During the past six years, the

Festival has been a showcase
for the best of the OMTA's forty-

two theatre groups.

Peter Melnychuk

The Edmonton premiere of

Halya Kuchmij's The Strongest

Man in the World was held this

August during the SUSK Con-
gress at the University of Alberta

campus. It was shown as part of

a program that also included

Kuchmij's Streetcar, Harvey
Spak's Wood Mountain Poems
and, Eugene Fedorenko's
Oscar-winning animated short

Every Child. This observer
crudely estimated at»pnHance at

the evening c. Ukrainian Cana-
dian Cinema at not i^s than
150 people — an extremely
healthy turnout, especially

when one considers that the

main draw on the bill, The
Strongest Man in the World, was
being televised the next after-

noon, amid substantial publici-

ty, on the CBC National
Network.

Before proceeding to its

main concern, The Strongest
Man In the World, I shall briefly

turn to the other films in the
program .Wood Mountain
Poems, a portrait of poet Andy
Suknaski, has several moments
of inspiration, ultimately
though, because of flabby
editing, the film fails to sustain
the viewer's interest throughout
its length.. The 6 minute
Fedorenko animated collabora-
tion Every Child is nothing less

than brilliant. Although the
film's sound effects, by two

Quebecois mimes, are
remarkable, even more
arresting is the animation by
every-shifting

The fictional narrative
Streetcar is an earlier effort of
Kuchm |'s. made while sn-; wa:
taking. c . .. >(t;

in Filr at fork University
Though the f In suffp *"\n"
hoth Sti '^HneSa emu dtmUrb
ng au:.ter.ty if can np ap-

preciated sheerly for its theme:
Kuchmij draws from the too
infrequently tapped well
jprings of Ukrainian mysticism.
Despite the film's faults,

ichmij here displays
resourcefulness as well as a
considerable talent for
cinematic story-telling.

The potential apparent in

Streetcar is well realized in The
Strongest Man In the World, a

28 minute documentary releas-

ed by Kino Films only this

summer.
It tells ths story of one Mike

Swistun, a Ukrainian farm boy
from Olha, Manitoba, who
1 923 auditioned was hired

as the Strongest Man In the

World by the Ringling Bros.

Barnum and Bailey Circus. But
the limelight and the job that

Swistun loved were hisfor only

thirty days; he had to quit when
a telegram from his father

arrived, telling him to return

home to help with the harvest.

Although in later years Swistun
would tour alone around the

Olha area as Magician, Hyp-
notist, or Strong Man, he was
never able to vigorously pursue
his passion for entertaining. As
eldest son, and, in a tradition-

ally Ukrainian way, Swistun was
tied to the land, responsible for

the family farm. In 1 pQn a* ige
80, Mike Swistun is shuwn till

on his Olha farm, widowed,
without family ostracized as
something of a bohemian by the
rural community.

Kuchmij's film celebrates
Swistun as a mystical folk hero.

But to her credit she resists the

temptation that most
biographical celebrations suc-
cumb to — indulgence in sen-
timentality. Much of the reason
for this is Allan Kroeker's

edition — rhythmic, never linger

ing or meandering, always mov-

ing rapidly enough to maintain'

one's attention. The
cinematography, by the same
Kroeker is also effective: one
technique he uses to subtle

advantage is to shoot into the

sun (and so naturally backlight

the shot) in scenes of strong

emotion. The film numbers
among its other assets Jack
Palance's narration (apparently

the narrator's father was like

Swistun, both Ukrainian im-

migrant and Strong Man in the

Circus) and Mike Swistun's

face. The latter's physiognomy
is as indelible as any of Fellini's

faces. (Typically, the Italian

director, when choosing his

actors, has concerned himself
orimarily not with dramatic
ability, b* rath3r with the

unforg^ttaole visage); in fact,

the key visual image in the entire

film is Swish' vs 80 ve=»r old

face wizenei handsome, with

*hose rragneuc, awesomely
clear eyes. The romantic and
mystical essence of the film,

impossible to articulate, can be
seen in the closeups of his aged

While The Strongest Man in

the World may not quite achieve
greatness, it is certainly deser-

ving of most of the critical

acclaim it has received.
Kuchmij's film is distinctively

Ukrainian Canadian, but to

assuage the fears ot many of us
(those suffering, consciously
or subconsciously, from an
ethnic and /or national in-

feriority complex), it is in no
way parochial. Anglophone
Canadian feature filmmakers, I

hope, will take heed: there is no
need to make Toronto look like

Gotham City or disguise Olha as
Anytown, U.S.A. This unusually
understated, laconic film is only

the richer for its ethnic and
national specificity.
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Andrij NahachewskyDance groups produce and perform

Dancing with the Caravan
KOLUMN-EYKA

Metro Caravan is a great
way to go travelling around the
world of dance without ever
leaving home. For only a six
dollar passport you can enjoy
all of your favourites from the
ethnic smorg; belly dancing in

the Andara Pavilion, a flaming
limbo at Jamaica, Philipino
bamboo dances, Berlin's
polkas, or even a hopak. It

sometimes seems as if every
ethnic community in the city is

either rushing around prepar-
ing tor the next show or else
rushing to see it.

As usual, there were several
diffeernt Hopaks to choose
from (even though the Odessa
pavilion skipped out agaif-
year), with Poltava, Kiev. L-
and Kolomeya each oflei
their best to the.
crowds. Ukrainian pavilions
have a reputation for put;:-,g or.

strong cisplays and the fore
attract \ broad spectrjm c
people in addition to consisier t

ly brim inc out partisan sup-
porters, iau i pidce has basical-
ly the same layout: first, mere is

the display of Ukrainian touristy
ethnic items, supplemented by
a show of paintings or a
pysanka demonstration.
course, there are always
varenyky and holubtsi to buy.
and all the pavilions rely on the
bar for their profits. Perfor-
mances take place at intervals
throughout the evening.

This year, Poltava (St
Vlad's Orthodox Cathedral at

404 Bathurst) chose the route o!

a short theatrical story line,

thematically tying together the
songs and dances. Our typical
happy village becomes
threatened by enemy attack
The men prepare for battle, then
later rejoin their anxious
sweethearts to celebrate their

success. The plot acts as
theatrical excuse for the happy
song, the serious song, the
mournful song; the Zhentsi the
Zaporozhets and naturally, the
HOPAK AT THE END.

The shows were well-
prepared and performed, and
the choir was terrific . The
dancers developed a system of
substitution in which each got
several nights off — a great idea
which could solve countless
problems for other performers.
Credit for ths show must be
given to Mark Olynyk, who was
in charge of putting it all

together. The performances
gave a strong impression that

the whole group actively par-
ticipated in the creative
process. They were full of a
vitality and sincerity which is

often lacking when the direc-
tor's authority reduces the peo-
ple on stage to mindless
automatons And, in 'act, it was
for this quali'y that Poltava won
the Musical Theai re Award for

Caravan 80 The mam problem
with the prfcSdiii^ion ,uy in its

theatrical flow, attributable no
doubt to Mark's lack of ex-
perience in this area. For in-

stance, by following the cry
"Quick, to arms! The enemy is

near!" With a sixty second lance
salute and then a frollicking

sword dance, the entire impact
of the segment was lost.

Kiev pavilion (UNO Hall on
Spadina and College) was once
again the showcase for the
famous Semen (Sam) Dzugan
and the K&iyna Dancers.
Dzugan, it should be noted,
went to U^'ne a few years ago
andretu.neo »s a "Born Again"
follower o. virsky. Since then,
the group has been learning
Soviet choreography ste-by-
step from the books, or at bast
as closely as Sam can f,gu rD

them out. This, of course, is

unfortunate because it leaves
no room for the creative in-

itiative of the dancers
themselves; but it also has a'

positive side because Virsky
happens to have been a genius
at choreography.

From the point of view of
the performers, the Kalyna
show was comparatively easy.
They started with My z Ukrainy,
the potpourri welcoming dance
featuring costumes from twelve
different regions. The next
dance was Quadrille (Kadril as
Sam spells it), which is light and
happy with three boys flirting

with six girls. Before the Hopak
and occasional encores (featur-
ing soloist John Oluk whenever
he was available), the Kalyna
girls' choir took to the stage.
Their English rendition oiduma
was interesting, but surely such
a large group is capable of
singing in more than two voices!
On the whole, the dancers
seemed comfortable on stage,
with only an occasional self-
conscious glance interupting
the energy flow. But the essen-
tial dynamic of the Quadrille
was unfortunately undermined
when the jealousies within the
trios were downplayed; one
also suspects that Virsky in

tended the piece to be theatrical
COmndy.

Taras Shipowick, formerly
ofthe Odessa pavilion, directed
the show at Lviv (Christie St.

C"M) The pre"3ntatinr fpHed
to live up to nis refutation,
thoup many aspects rf u rrnde
it well worth seeing Shipowyk
concentrates on the . za\

den ~nsion. "hich ten.;.- *o get
neglected in mosT. Ukrainian
performing groups. The con-
.

.-. t of his show this year was
A Ukrainian Wedding." The' process of the young
i>\ >le going through svatan-
o zapuchennia, vinkopleten-

- and the wedding itself was
portrayed in a very sensitive and
sophisticated style at least by
Ukrainian standards. Dry ice,

revolving walls and tapeo
narrative were some of the
techniques utilized THc
OVERALL MODE OF THIS
DOCUMENTARY SHOW WAS
VERY MELLOW" GRADUALLY
BUILDING INTO THE Hopak.
This turned out to be the critical

point, as one was left wondering
if the quiet illustrative apprach
was suitable for this cabaret
type of event. Moreover, the
taped music used at Lviv really

made on appreciate the live

orchestras at the other three
pavilions.

Kolomeya (St. Demetrius
Catholic Church) is usually the

last Ukrainian pavilion that

people visit simply because it is

so far away from the rest. There,
the hosts were the Yavir
Dancers, having recently
changed their name from
Kolomeya. They are also
travelling this summer and will

be spending three wekks in
Belgium in August. Yavir's
Caravan show was a different
dance experience, although
they are in some ways a perfect
example of the kind of group
typically encountered across
the country. Like so many other
dance group leaders, Bob Wo-
jcicowsky is an ex-dancer who
f^ind that he had become an
iitistic director and
choregrapiier. His work is an
''ectric combination of all he

can remember from the old
days (Avramenko style via
Dzugan) as well as some newer
ideas borrowed from other
people and a few Soviet touches
taken from films or possible
books. The Yavir presentation
was essentially carried by a
large dnse of enerav at n
enthusiasm provided "by the
performers. Three of Virsky's
dances (watered down to
various degrees) were featured
in the program: My z Ukreiny
(welcome dance), L'ialky
(mannequins) and Rukodiinytsi
(weavers). Other dances per-
formed were Zaprorozhets and
a Hopak. The idea behind the
Zaprozhets seemed to be to
throw in every possible solo
step, one after another, and to
try to sweep the audience off
their feet with acrobatic stunts.
One felt sorry for the three or
four veternas who shouldered
th load and worked themselves
to the bone. When the Hopak
started ten minutes later the
same people jumped up anddio
.he same tricks all over again —
Tie suggestion being that quali -

ty was detern. ,ied by the
number of prysiadky. And
altrough the group shines in

terms aw energy, it

de^pe;- needs some
aestnotic refinement and
propei dance training (to

striaghten some hunchbacks
and smooth some arms) if it's

talent is to be polished.

But when all is said and
done. Caravan 80 must be
considered as a wonderful
opportunity for these groups to

produce and perform, and for

the public to sample their

wares. One can only hope that

the experience will make
Caravan 81 even better.

Demjan Hohol
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ve occurred in the history of Ukrainiandance in Canada The first was Vasyl' Avramenko's patriotachievement of mobilizing the masses on stage to perform simplesteps and choreography. The second was the/organization sTnce

Toronto? ! ^5 E
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g: Montreal's MARUNCHAK,
YFV4HaI ™*' Edmonton s SHUMKA, Saskatoon's

th! n^h ,The.°r9an)zation M.U.N.O. did much to stimulate
this growth. The third was the establishment of the Ukrainian

Sk?a?nl Wn^P (UDW)
'!
New York underthe sponsorship of heUkrainian Workmgmen s Association
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and Canada the opportunity to learn from mastersRoma Pryjma Bohachevs'ka Wadym Sulyma, and M Zhukovyn
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nded ,0 br ' n9 People of different groups
together, so that they might share their different knowledqe ideasand dreams. Unfortunately, this exchange of diffennq experiencesmay indeed have succumbed to mere hero-worshippinq of the
instructors on the part of many of the dancers, and to attempts toform a professional group of the best of the participants in the
workshop. Furthermore, the professional group has not materializ-
ed, because the massive amountof money that would be necessary
to sustain it has not materialized.

WhilenotwishingtodetractfromthevalueoftheUDW which
has^greatly varied and improved the standard of our dance it hasbecome apparent to SUSK that it is still necessary to stimulate
discussion on the topic of Ukrainian dance in Canada - on its
history its present state and on its projected future. To such an end
Kolumn-eyka" was established. To such an end also was a panel

discussion attempted to be organized at the 1 980 SUSK Conqress
in Edmonton, in order to discuss the state of this art in Canada
today. Unfortunately, only one of Edmonton's three major qroups
•

waS
o?f?2!y

m,erested enough to send a representative in response
to SUSKs invitation. Consequently, the panel discussion was
cancelled.

What caused this failure? What threatens the existence of
Kolumn-eyka ? Is it not the phenomenon of our philosophy of
Ukrainian dance in Canada, which is trying merely to "preserve"
what we mistakenly believe to Ukrainian "folk" dance? Aren't we
propagating a museum on stage, rather than a true folk art which
continuously grows, develops, changes? In folk art. there is room
for creativity and experimentation according to the confines and
circumstances of the environment. For instance plastic beads and
sequins are now used extensively in embroidery in Soviet Ukraine
because they are more readily available than the glass beads'
formerly used.

It is indeed time for Ukrainian-Canadian dancers to openly and
publicly discuss the next phase of development We cannot
propagate Avramenko's pseudo-folk, the Soviets' "cute ethnic",
and our own soul-less dances forever. We need to ponder the
philosophy underlying our creative endeavours. We need to
develop the philosophy itself, rather than deny the need for its very
existence. Even creating "art for art's sake" isa philosophy in itself.

We need to talk - now - about where we are taking Ukrainian
dance in Canada, rather than just wandering with our eyes half-
closed on a stage of diminishing light. This is the purpose of
"Kolumn-eyka". This was to be the purposeof the Congress' forum
Now, let's spread our words, as well as our actions. Let s treat
Ukrainian dance in Canada more as a living, creative entity than as
a parish hall perih to be readily consumed and quickly digested.
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Some new books to consider

Take a dip into our book barrel — reviews,
William Kurelek, Someone With

Me (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1980)

Throughout the seventies

articles about Kurelek and
reviews of his numerous art

books appeared in many Cana-
dian journals and newspapers.

These articles and reviewsoften

focussed on Kurelek's unique

approach to art; intensely

religious, his most personal

won4 was highly didactic,

moralistic, and gloomy in spirit,

while Robert Fulford has called

him the "odd man out" of

Canadian culture. Although his

most popular paintings were of

nostalgic farm scenes, he once
stated that if he painted only

what he really wanted to paint,

"people would run away from
me."

The obsessiveness was
reflected in the preparation of

160 paintings to accompany
the Passion of Christ According
to St. Matthew. He turned them
out once a week, over a period

of three years, without ever

expecting to sell them. But he
approached all of his work in the

same manner; several times a

year he would lock himself in a

room, fast, and paint without a

break (except for sleep) for

several days on end, producing
two or three paintings each day.

The room was often cramped
and poorly lit — "I paint inter-

nally, from what in me, not
from what is out ;here I don't

need all that light."

Kurelek was -. modest and
unpretentious peisun, with sim-
ple, straightforward views
about the world around him.
Nonetheless, his personal
baci\gr o..d complex and
fascinating. Aft-jr a tormented
and al-'nafng : l.idhood and
ado^scence, !v bevelled wide-
ly, sudied painting, and worked
as a manual labcer Bui con-

cerned about his deep and
n c reasi ng ly severe

depressions, he finally turned
himself into a series of mental
institutions in Britain, where he
spent several years, underwent
electric shock treatment after

attempted suicide, and un-
derwent his eventual religious

conversion. It was here that he
painted his most grotesque and
morbid scenes, with titles such
as 7"ne Maze and / Spit On Life.

Kurelek's complex life story

is best told in his
autobiography; the final draft of

the version which has recently

been published by McCelland
and Stewart was completed
only several months before his

death, of cancer, in November
1 977. Kurelek describes his life

in a remarkably fresh and
sincere manner, and anyone
interested in his Ukrainian

background, his evolution as an
artist, his experiences as a
psychiatric patient, or his

religious sentiments would be
well advised to read this book.

The reader who is truly

intrigued by Kurelek and his art

work, however, should realize

that the above is essentially a

much shorter version of a
earlier and, in my opinion,

superior book with the same
title published by the Cornell
University Press in 1 973.
Kurelek was asked to write the

book by James Maas, a
professor of psychology at

Cornell who visited Maudsley
Hospital in London, England,
saw some of Kurelek's paintings

on display, and was impressed
by their "unique view of the
inner mind of a brilliant and
creative man."

The original Someone With
Me was sponsored by Cornell's

Center for Improvement of
Undergraduate Education, and
was used as a textbook for an
introductory psychology course
for several years. According to

Maas, it ideally fits his re-

quirements for such a text: 'To
bring to life the study of per-
sonality and psychiatry, one
would need an in-depth
autobiography, written by a

person with exacting recall for

all stages of his life, which
Includes elements of a psy-
chiatric nature. Better still, it

would prove valuable if some
graphic record of this person's
life were available."

The original Someone With
Me is not only considerably
more detailed than the later

version. By reproducing a sim-
ple typescript of Kurelek's

manuscript (incorporating his

own spelling and grammar
mistakes) the publishers of the

former ensured that Kurelek's

straightforward and somewhat
naive narrative style comes
across in a natural and convin-
cing fashion. In addition,

numerous sketches by Kurelek
effectively illustrate the earlier

text; anyone who reads both
versions will immediately note
their regrettable absence in the
second. Last but not least.the

original Someone With Me is

accompanied by two large color
reproductions of The Maze and
/ Spit On Life— their inclusion is

a vivid and dramatic supple-
ment to Kurelek's somewhat
casual description of the years
he spent in a psychiatric
hospital.

By drawing attention to the
earlier rendition of Kurelek's
autobiography, I do not want to

denigrate the new McClelland
and Stewart version. Kurelek
himself prepared the
manuscript for the second ver-
sion and I am confident that the
publishers made few changes in

his text. But ditermined Kurelek
fans should do their best to

track down the original — they
won't be disappointed.

Ivan Jaworsky

The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies should be
commended for republishing Jurij Borys's study, The Sovietizatfon
of Ukraine 1917 —1923. This pioneering work, orrinatly published
in Stockholm in 1959, is a thorough analyst of the Ukrainian
revolution — a revolution that Borys understands as being the
historical test for Marxist theory and Bolshevik practice.

The central focus of this study is the Bolshevik party's

response, in its conscious attempt to lead a proletarian revolution,

to the specific national and social contradictions that existed in

Ukraine. This focus is embodied in Borys's methodology— on one
hand beginning with an examination of the communist doctrine of
national self-determination as elaborated by Marx, Engels and
Russian Social-Democracy, and on the other hand giving the
reader a portrayal of the particular social and economic conditions
found in Ukraine. It is Borys's methodology that allows himto avoid
the pitfall of portraying the events of the Ukrainian revolution as a
historical drama where personalities and political parties played
out roles that either represented the epic victory of communism or
the tragic failure of the Ukrainian people's struggle for national
independence. Instead, the reader is given an intricate vision of

how the social and national divisions found in Ukrainian society
determined the success and failure of the various political forces
that emerged during that time. This is all supported by the wide
scope of Borys's empirical evidence and the judicious use of

quantitative data. ; The central thesis that is elaborated is that

there existed a complex relationship between the doctrine of the
Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine CP(6(U a party based on
an urban Russian working class and intimately tied to its Russian
counterpart, and the tactics needed to be employed in a nation
where the two basic social contradictions were the national and
economic exploitation of the Ukrainian peasantry. Thus Borys is

able to give the reader a truly historical and dynamic understan-
ding of the factional struggles within the CP(6)U, the reasons for

the failure and success of the three invasions by the Red Army, and
the various shifts to the right and left by the other social-
democratic and reactionary. upeiating in Ukraine.

Although the scholarly detp may prove intimidating for the
casual reader, this bcok s tnjly a necessary introduction for any
serious student of Ukrainian istory. Bohdan Somchyrsky

was Laurence Decone, current-
ly the National President of the
Ukrainian Professional and
Business Federation. On his

address, Mr. Decore took the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee
to task for what he termed its

abdication of responsibility to

provide an adequate
organizational framework for
the Ukrainian community in

Canada. The evening hours
were danced away to the music
of Dumka, and an enjoyable
time was had by all.

Saturday saw the Congress
focus switch to the subject of
Human Rights and the up-
coming Madrid Review Con-
ference. Raissa Moroz, a special
guest of the Congress,
presented some views on what
role future campaigns in

defense work should undertake
in helping Ukrainian political

prisoners and publicizing their

SUSK Congress
(continued from page 1)

plight. The Saturday afternoon
session saw Mr. Simon Kalba,
past executive director of the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee
(KYK) presented a defence of

the umbrella orgnization which
he has helped to run during the
past fifteen years. A lively

question and answer session
followed Kalba's presentation.

The final panel d'scussions
were focussed on three
spearate topics. MarkoBojcun,
a graduate student at York
University, described some
aspects of the relationship
between modern Ukraine, im-
migration of Ukrainians to

Canada, and the Canadian
community. Dr. Gurbachan
Paul and Mr. Manuel Da Costa,
both of the Canadian Con-
sultative Council on Mul-
ticultural ism, addressed
themselves to some of the major
issues facing the policy of

COMMUNITY TRUST COMPANY LTD.
NOW OFFERS COMPLETE "TRUST" SERVICES INCLUDING
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
INVESTMENT CERTIFICATES
CHEQUING ACCOUNTS
MORTGAGES
RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLANS
ESTATE TRUSTS
LOCATED IN BLOOR VILLAGE WEST
2299 BLOOR STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE 763-2291

!

multiculturalism, which is

currently being promoted by
both the federal and provincial
governments. A third panel
discussion focussed on "Youth
Organizations in Our
Hromada." Representatives of

Plast, SUM, SUMK and UCY
discussed the objectives of

these organizations and
whether they still were capable
of fulfilling these objectives in

the future.

The evening as SUSK, in

conjunction with the Edmonton
Business and Professional
Club, host the Edmonton
premiere of Halya Kuchmij'snew
film "The Strongest Man in the
World." The evening was
capped by the "Cossack's
Cabaret," an evening of enter-
tainment which featured Toron-
to's Suzirya — a vocal ensemble
from Toronto — as wall as a
host of talented musicians and
singers.

WORRIED
ABOUT
MONEY?

If money looks like it's going to be a

problem — talk to your student awards
officer on campus.

There's money available to help pay
tuition and living costs while at college

or university.

You may qualify for a loan, grant,

scholarship, bursary or award.

Don't Let the

$$$
Stop You.

If you have further questions, please contact:

Students Finance Board
1100 Park Square

10001 Bellamy Hill Road
Edmonton, Alberta

T5| 3B6
Telephone 427-2740

Students Finance Board

805 - 9th Street, S.W.

Calgary, Alberta

T2P 2Y6
Telephone 261 -6344

/dlborra
STUDENTS FINANCE BOARD

COMMUNITY
TRUST

CO
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Chair- -Mediascope

reviews ...

Changing Realities: Social Trends Among Ukrainian Canadians.
W. Roman Petryshyn, ed.. Edmonton: Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian SUdies, 19R0. xix and 246pp. 17 15 paper.

Leading demographers and sociologists assembled for a
conference at the University of Ottawa in September 1978
Organized by the Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union (SUSK) and
the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS) with the
assistance of the Multiculturalism Director of the Government of
Canada, the conference was designed to provide an insight into the
structure and social processes of the Ukrainian-Canadian com-
munity.

Selected papers from the conference have been ably edited
and comp iled in this publication to provide a comprehensive
collection that is cohesive throughout. It would not be overly
complimentary to say that there is nothing in print in North America
oday which comes close to the variety and extent of research and
inalys s provided by Changing Realities on the Ukrainian-
Canadian ethnocultural group. Statistical tables and analyses may
prove to be slow reading for those unfamiliar with demographic
analysis. But the quality of work is such that even those who are not
statist ;ally inclined will find that more than one article in this
coller- ion will hold their interest from beginning to end.

7* pics covered range from "language retention among
Ukrainian Canadians" to items such as urbanization, nativity
marita status, fertility, women, political mobility, business
occupations and economic status, among others. All authors offer
interesting insights into their areas. For example, one learns that
durinr the 1980s up to 90 percent of Ukrainians in Canada will be
Canadian born, and that twice in Canadian history (late 1920s and
early 1950s) Ukrainian cultural activities were revitalized by an
inflow of new Ukrainian immigrants. William Darcovich, in his
article states that, "a third rejuvenation, however, cannot presently
be foreseen. By cutting the umbilical cord that has tied many to the
Old Country, the stage is being set for the development of new
relationships with Ukraine and for fresh approaches to Ukrainian
ethnic survival based entirely on one's own resources in Canada.
Another possibility is that the stage is being set for accelerated
assimilation into the anglophone sect."

This analysis typifies the tone of the entire collection of
art cles. The hard data provides an essential first step towards an
understanding of the Ukrainian-Canadian community's continued
survival. The book definitely belongs in the library of any student of
the social sciences >i .-.y assimilation theory dilettante.

Avalable from Un'versity c' "Pronto Press, Distribution
Department, 5201 Du fpnp St., Downsview, ^. 5T8.

Dmytro Jacuta
University o 1 Alberta

(continued from page 1) (continued from page 4)
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e °.hair) and ,he essentially collaborative rolemat SAC has played in dismissing the whole affair as beinq merelyan ethnic squabble."
But perhaps the cartoon is most revealing in the way that itshows how The Varsity perceives Ukrainian students at the U of T
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in9ly as a 9an9 of riJ,,ia"s mugging ahapless Dr. Magocsi. What the image is obviously trying to convey

is the idea that a 'terrorist" group of students - ie. irrational
unprincipled elements of a lunatic fringe — is engaging in a
personal attack on a blameless individual. This has about as much

fkcBaydala
DRUG

Open till midnight

same day the open letter
became known to the public, at
the SAC board meeting. Once
again, a large delegation of
USC members were in the
gallery lo observe the
--^rpedings. After several
items of council business had
been dispensed with, a motion
condemning the boycott came
up for discussion. Student
Governor Cam Harvey called
for students representatives to
support the censuring motion
saying "If SAC supports the
boycott, we'd be disgracing
ourselves." Former USC Presi-
dent Mike Maryn then interven-
ed from the gallery with the
suggestion that it was un-
necessary and redundant to
condemn a boycott that no
longer existed. But this obser-
vation was dismissed by the
body, which voted
overwhelmingly in support of
the condemnation.

Harvey then rose and made
the allegation that although the
boycott was officially called off,

he felt that a secret boycott was
still in effect. Citing the low
turnout for Or, Magocsi's
classes, he claimed the cam-
paign had simply gone un-
derground. University Govern-
ment Commissioner David
Grindal spoke next, and he
agreed with Harvey's allegation;
but he was followed by two
other SAC members — one was
Vice-President Candy' Saga —
who roundly denounced the
allegation as being unfair and
invalid, since it was completely
unsubstantiated. These in-
terventions obviously struck a
responsive chord among tne
majority of SAC members, who
applauded the speakers loudly.
Discussion then shifted to a
general consideration of the
problem of tenure and the need
for some sort of an information
campaign. However, no one
seemed to have any clear ideas
about what to do next, and
nothing of a concrete nature
was resolved by the session.

The various confrontations
having taken place, the USC
activists then returned to their

books to catch up on their

reading and their assignments,
as the Chair issue once again
subsk-d into the background.
At month's end, USC members
were awaiting the U of T Om-
budsman's report —
wh" h "Ejected to be releas-
ee i^ortK and another tenure
issue \nu cor e to dominate the
attention of ^udents on cam-
pus.

3-4 Zhyttia

This is the 1979-80 Winnipeg USC hockey team, which last season took first place in the league
but lost out in the semi-finals to Science (3-2). Taras Maluzynsky assures us, however, that Team
USC will be back in the action this year for another run at the championship. In the back row from
left to right: Robert Humniski, PatKuzyk, Les Ellchuk, Andy Romanovych. Steve Solomon, Terry
Bugera, Brad Richlewski, Georg ttidal, Ken Budyk and Ihor Holowczynski (coach). Front row, I-

r: John Weretyk, Steve Gregg, George Romanovych, Jerry Holowka, Mark Smolinskyand Don
Solomon. Missing: Rob Palaschuk.

of a.basis in fact as The Varsity's equally unsubstantial qlleqation
That the tenure issue is being used by a "nat>- - - t qr'njD to
manipulate an academic appointment."

"

„ .
l

Firs , ' one
L.
must recognize that Dr. Magocsi is not the innocent

victim that he is portrayed as being in this gross misrepresenta-
tion of the issue. For USC members approached him before he
signed his contract and asked him to consider takinq the iob
without tenure - thereby allowing for the normal period of
evaluation which student* -» particularly important in the
light of Dr. Magocsi s exUemei) united teaching experience
I hus. Dr. Manocsi — who .., „,Jeeo in an unfortunate situation'
being caughi in the crossfire, so to speak — did have the
opportunity

l
.o avoid his predicament but opted instead for the

carte blanche offer of security.

Secondly, the depiction of students as fanatical
thugs borders on the sla 1 dt ous and is obviously based on a
stereotypical conception ,A all Ukrainians as extremist
nationalists. No doubt The Varsity gleaned its insights in to the
contemporary Ukrainian community from John Forsyth's The
Devil's Alternative, which isan exciting work of fiction but hardly an
accurate account of modern Ukrainian political life. This
"despicable" stereotyping of Ukrainian students as "ethnocentric"
"nationalists" (to borrow a few terms from The Varsity's "Boycott
the boycott" editorial of 2 September) is especially to be
condemned considering the complex nature of the Chair issue —
something The Varsity itself acknowledges in the opening
paragraph of the same editorial. It is precisely this complexity
which demartds of journalists a sophisticated analysis of the
groups involved and a very meticulous unravelling of the
complicated history of the controversy. What is definitely not
required, and certainly only serves to confuse matters even more, is

the simplistic reduction of the whole issue to stereotypes, which is

all too characteristic of Varsity's approach.
Typical is The Varsity's sweeping generalization that Dr.

Magocsi is "an objective, liberal scholarindefianceofatraditionof
xenophobic East European scholarship." Since when have the
editors of this student newspaper become such authorities in this
field to be able to so patronizingly dismiss an entire intellectual
tradition? Or were they, perhaps, merely quoting someone else's
opinion and simply forgot to put in the quotation marks? Moreover,
on what authority can The Varsity offer the opinion "Magocsi is a
prize that the search committee which chose him rightly did not
want to escape their grasp" (emphasis is ours). Did thev, perhaps,
have one of their East European "experts" read his publications or
attend, the seminar he delivered in the spring, as many interested
Ukrainian Student Club membe, s did? Or did they at least consult
an historian in the field — someone not connected with the U of T
history department— for an ooinion on how the man is regarded by
peers who have no vested i; erest in the case.

This is not, may we emphasize, to suggest that Dr. Magocsi is

an incompetent scholar c that he might not prove to be an
excellent teacher. That isn't, and has never been a point of
contention — though there have been questions raised about his
expertise in the specific area of Ukrainian history. What is most
contentious about his appointment, however, is the university's
decision to grant him tenure before his performance as a teacher
could even be subjected to the customary three-year period of
evaluation. Moreover, in justifying that decision (which violates
both the letter and the spirit of the university's tenure guidelines)
the administration has had to protray the appointee as a "prize
catch," meaning some sort of an extraordinary academic they
needed to land with the offer of tenure. In doing so, of course, they
open the debate to a careful consideration of the successful
candidate's qualification, which The Varsity then minconstrues as
a "personal attack." Even more inexcusable though, is The
Varsity's uncritical acceptance of the administration's glowing
characterization of Magocsi's credentials. One might have
expected — considering the university's record on tenure and the
controversial nature of entire Chair issue — that the
pronouncements would be received with skepticism, or at least a
grain of salt. Instead, The Varsity simply parrotted all the praise on
their editorial page.

But then what is one to expect from a newspaper that won't
even go to the trouble of checking out the most crucial "little"

details. For instance, in their front-page article "Boycott of

Ukrainian Chair's Classes" (2nd September), they report Magocsi
as saying that although the ex-president of USC supported the
boycott, the new president did not — an assertion that surely

deserved a follow-up because of its obvious implications Had The
Varsity taken the time to make a few phone calls. tbn '' would have
learned that Magocsi's statement was complete!, false efore they
printed it and its disinforming damage was aone, instead of

afterwards in a letter from the new president, Borys Wrzenwsky).
We at Student, however, know full well, how difficult it is to be

both conscientious journalists and students with passing grades,
so we won't belabour our point about The Varsity's lack of

thorough research into the Chair affair. Nor do we want to make a
big issue of all those details they conveniently overlook in their

reporting of SAC's and the administration's handling of USC's
tenure protests. But we do suggest that the editors of The Varsity

either do their homework on the complicated history of the Chair,

or else refrain from attacking Ukrainian Students' Club members
out of ignorance and confusion.

For if they continue to base their editorial opinions on memos
they've obviously retrieved from the garbage cans of the university,

they might jsut wake up one morning and find that they've alienated

the people their newspaper is supposed to represent. In case they

have forgotten we'd like to remind them that they are a student
paper and not the organ of the administraion (or for that matter,

some other outside interest group). Unfortunately, the only
conclusion one can draw from their treatment of the Ukrainian
chair boycott, however, is that in this instance, at least, they have
most thoughtlessly played right into the hands of the latter.

Jars Balan
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contemporary ritual song ot craver to Dazhboh. "Sontse" is a
hauntingly beautiful piece, combining overdubs of spoken an^
sung lyrics with simple yei ciieouve instrumentation {acoustic
guitar, piano, synthesizer and what I

would swear were wiuu
chimes). The ensuing "Prelude" is an instrumental number shich
probably rates as the most bizarre on the album. While musically
interesting, its quasi-disco rhythms don't meld with what's
happening on the rest of the album; the jury is still out on this one.
With the last three songs on the TARAS album Shipowyk dares to
do what no Ukrainian performer has aone since Kvitka Tsisyk
recorded her IVANKU album in the early 1970's. He sings the songs
bilingually, something Ukrainian recording artists and listening
audiences alike have for some reason tacitly deemed verbotten.
"Lety", an original composition, is a song in the vein of classic
Vegas show pieces; it conjures images of carefully choreographed
show dancers fanning out behind a Tom Jones-type singing on
stage at Caesar's Palace or the Sands. Nice and glitzy, if your tastes
run in that direction. Meanwhile, "Dva Kolory" — a Shipowyk
standard — appears in one of the most beautiful arrangements ever
heard, it s message more powerful and meaningful than ever. Extra
kudoes to those responsible for the English translation of the
song's lyrics,The album's finale, "Chomu" (Song of Leaving, I

suspect), serves as a paean to the eternal search for one's cultural
identity and heritage. It's a subject which runs the risk of
deteriorating into mundane cliche, but Shipowyk manages to carry
it off with eloquence, conviction and passion.

Just a brief note about the album jacket: the front cover in its

simplicity of design conveys the essence of TARAS, although the
color selection prevents it from being outstanding and immediately
eye-catching. The liner notes on the back cover are something of a
nightmare. Trying to sort out credits, titles and the like may prove to
be a_true test of patience and perseverence.

in rofo, Shipowyk's debut album has to be rated as a classic. It's

innovative, refreshing, and in many ways, a very personal
statement from a man who has definitely paid his dues as a
performing artist in the Ukrainian community. Those dues are high
and they extract a heavy toll. To step boldly in a different direction
is to risk the enmity of one's potential audience, while not doing so
means relegating oneself to an eternal rut. It's not an easy decision

.

For taking that courageous step, and doing it with style, Shipowyk
deserves to be congratulated...On the RET SENDS YA 4 STAR
RATING SCALE: TARAS scores ' * ".

Random notes: many thanks to A. L'bo for filling in and stuff...

Next issue: Bohdan Tymyc's long-awaited ZOLOTI VOROTA...

-Letters

-

(continued
references: the schematic and
terminology you used were
clearly a worn-out line of
Ukrainohpobia made in

Moscow, directed at all

Ukrainians, and commonly used
by the KGB's vast army of
western servants and
collaborators.

You are in good c, mn=, "w

For example, "The Strtngp Case
of Feodor FedorenVo '

— an
article printed in the American
and World Jewish Ccrgress's
publication "Judaism" (Vol.28
No 3, 1979) — was of identical
fabric. The author — Matthew
Renaldi — li*"--^ p FerWonL-o's
case to malign Ukrainian
nationalism, _„
OUN. He also dips heavi'y in the
store of Moscuw-made
"historical facts" and ter-

from page 2)
minology.

The innuendos (gang of
bullies," "slashed tires" "ran-
sacking of the Ukrainske Zhyt-
tia" etc..) which the Student
Collective laid at the doors of
the OUNb is a repeat perfor-
mance of what went on after
Bandera and Rebet were
assasinated. Our "democratic"
and "progressive" press went
on a spree of "provocative
conjectures" which suggested
"internal squaring of accounts"
in the OUNb, untill Stashynsky
(the assasin) defected and
spilled the beans on his KGB
employers in German court.

History does repeat itself

and you, the Student, are a sad,
sad, sad example of this in many
ways!

L. Vitkovsky
Lassalle

It takes more than
theory to start

a practice.

YOU CAN BENEFIT
FROM OUR FULL RANGE
OF FINANCIAL SERVICES.

HERITAGE TRUST
10126-101 St., EDMONTON
TELEPHONE 429-6656

#192 KINGSWAY GARDEN MALL, EDMONTON
TELEPHONE 474-8471

319 - 8th AVENUE. S.W. CALGARY
TELEPHONE 265-4415
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somehow be of benefit to SUSTE or even the
UKraiman cause — the actions are solely for the
party s own interests.

The fact that a political organisation intruded
into the affairs of another community organisation
nasilefl

:
considerable distaste amongst the Ukrainian

lnoM?'^nions
wltf

Hn SUSTE (excepting, of course
bUbN)

. Soon after the Congress, the Italian student
union SUSI organised a meeting to discuss the
resolutions railroaded through by OUN-b sym-
pathisers. These resolutions met with considerable
opposition not only be cause one side of the
argument had been presented in Munich, but also
because, in the opinion of the students, many more
tacts are required before a condemnation such as
that concerning Student could be passed. The
Belgian student union NaSUS took the followinq
position as stated by the head of its delegation atone of its meetings: 6

...At the SUSTE Congress there was a formation
of two distinct blocks- on one hand SUSN and
various sympathisers of a rigid political line, andon the other hand, moderate academically-minded
youth. The former group attempted to influence the
congress in an organised manner; they thus
managed to discredit V. Lyczmanenko, and as a
consequence the latter bloc. They also managed to
introduce their clearly political line into the
resolutions, as evidenced by the resolution against
student. That this kind of political position can be
detrimental to harmonious cooperation among
students we are well aware, and will as a result more
forcefully reject these totalitarian tendencies in the
community (knowing that such an orientation opens
us to certain dangers); we have also seen what kinds
of misunderstandings these tendencies can lead to
having in mind the matter of M. Horbatsch who is
not the only one in such a position...

Since the issue here is party-politicai influence

™K' le '° ooisider what the result of the
bUSN-OUB-b actions were. Certainly, if theintention
was to demonstrate that this particular party is
superior in some way, then they completely failed
I hose students present who were not OUB-b
sympathisers were both shocked and disgusted by
the behaviour of those students acting as its
functionaries, whose methods succeeded in com-
pletely polarising the student youth. This of course
is ultimately detrimental of the OUN-b who will be
identified by many with a brand of exceedingly
unpleasant political bigotry reflected in the primitive
behaviour of a few of their sympathisers.

.Tu
isJ? rnost un,ortunate — we must remember

that the OUN-b, as well as other branches of theOUN
does contain many thousands of committed and
hard-working individuals who have sacrificed a
great deal in order to pursue the goal of Ukrainian
independence which unites, at least spiritually
almost all Ukrainians in the West. As a result it is
regretable that some members of the OUN-b
leadership condone this type of behaviour

The OUN-b should understand that there are

SUSTE
(continued from page 5)

Decore
several generations of young professional people in
the community, very few of whom directly subscribe
to the ideologies prescribed, by existing emigre
political groups. Those young people whom parties
claim as supporters are often very poorly vefsed in
political theory: summer camps and social oc-
casions are more attractive than Dontsov's integral
nationalism. These young people are given a simple
eouation - "the party equals patriotism". By

implication, anyone else is somehow less of a patriot

.
his characteristic use of the pharse "student-

nationalist in Bobyn's article). When all else fails
tne party seeks to negate an individual's value to the
community by seeking to discredit him or her, usinq
any channels and methods deemed necessary

The fact of hfsi matter is that many other
students are patriots and nationalists, supporting
the concept of a free and independent Ukraine Even
more ironically, the vast majority are not disposed at
all to the left: neither, however, are they disposed to
the extreme right,. Although'not formal Drqanised
political parties, they do represent a powerful sector
ot the community which, while upholding the ideal of
a free and independent Ukraine, does not wish to

to polihcs
OCtr ' na ' re 3nd 3t timeS primi,ive approach

Perspectives
Sadly, the situation at present is far from ideal

hrom the student point of view, it is unlikely that it will
be possible to convene a CeSUS Congress in the
near future which will unite the Ukrainian student
movement. CeSUS at the moment is completely
ineffective. Indeed, SUSK at its summer Conference
this year has decided it does not recognise the
current remnants of the CeSUS Executive whose
term of office has long expired and who have yet to
do anything constructive to resolve the current
problems.

It is hoped that in the future the Ukrainian
student movement will develop into a dynamic body
but this ultimately depends upon the goodwill of
individuals and groups. It is no polemicists
haqioqraphers and party hacks who put the party

first and Ukrainians second (the two are not necessari-
ly synonymous) that areneeded.Rather, the student
community needs people prepared to work to
revitalize student life, not only for the sake of their
particular ideological preferences, but for the
progressive development of the community as a
whole.

1. TUSM (Ukrainian Students' Association of M.
Mikhnovsky is an ideologically - organized Student wing of
the OUN-b, while SUSTA (Union of Ukrainian Student
Federations of America) at the time and currently is

dominated by stronv OUN-be sympathizers.
2. Student September-October 1'9/8.

3. Official organ of SUM (Ukrainian Youth Association), the
youth wing of the OUN-b
4. Avantgarde No. 6, 1.979
5. Resolutions of the 6th SUSTE Congress
6. Information Bulletin of SUSTE No. 38
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(continued from page 3)
British Columiba or Newfoundland, few people know
that such a concept exists or the ramifications of such
a concept. It is confused, confusing, and the federal
government has neglected to give it the prominence
which a great ideal deserves.

In my opinion, multiculturalism is not fully un-
derstood or accepted because it exists merely as
government policy coming out of a cabinet motion
There is no legislation to which one can turn for
guidance There is nothing in our constitution that
directs t>= CBCt.ie Arts Council, or the National
Film Board to formulate their specific policies beinq
cognizant of that fact.

It is important for us to identify and publicize this
problem to our elected politicians. Since my days in city
government. I have learned to be somewhat cynical of
government. If something isn't clearly stated if

something isn't set out in a statute or in a manual, and
only exists in a nebulous motion, there is a tendency to
ignore that matter as being unimportant. This is a
normal kind of reaction. Our community must put

pressure on the elected official to change that situation
And most important of all, we must continue to remind
ourselves that by being united, by working with the
Indians, the Germans and all the others, not only do we
help ourselves, but we help them and Canada. I have
also learned from my brief experience in municipal
government that pressure applied to the elected official
usually results in action. Never let it up. There are
enouch o< us in Canada, who areeitherConservatives
orLiberalsor Mew Democrats. We are lucky because we
know to.. ':iesystemwbrks andnowit can be made
sensitive to our needs. Let's get out and do it!

Canada can only be the great country we want itto
be if from organizations of strength and we
help forr-.:, ate ideals that are chiseled in stone
Please hnu accomplish these ijoais

wins few soowe the m«m
congress is no . ...
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The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies

The University of Alberta

Undergraduate Scholarships
to be awarded in 1981

IN EDUCATION, HISTORY, THE ARTS, THE HUMANITIES, AND THE
SOCIAL SCIENCES

• The Institute invites applications for five undergraduate scholarships ($1500
each) renewable. The awards are intended for students interested in an
undergraduate degree with a major in Ukrainian studies, consisting of a
combination of at least five full courses in Ukrainian, East European, Soviet,
and or Canadian studies (depending on whether Ukrainians or Ukrainians
in Canada is the main concern) in a three-year Arts program and at least
eight full courses in a four-year Arts or Education program.

• The awards are intended to cover tuition fees and to subsidize the cost of
room and board beginning in the first year. Scholarships of $500 to students
residing at home will increase the number of scholarships available.

• The scholarships are for an eight-month period of study at any Canadian
university.

• Candidates must be Canadian citizens or landed immigrants at the time of
application.

• Only in exceptional circumstances may an award be held concurrently with
other awards.

CLOSING DATE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATION IS
31 JANUARY 1981

• For applications write to:

The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies
352 Athabasca Hall

The University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
T6G 2E8


